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ABSTRACT
Phonological awareness, or the ability to manipulate sounds, has been
found to be highly correlated with the acquisition of reading skills. This
awareness may be influenced by the orthography or language system in
which the child is learning to read. In addition, different aspects of
phonological awareness may also apply to diffep,mt stages of reading
development. This study found that depth of orthography does not seem to
influence initial levels of phonological awareness. After two years of reading
instruction, readers of a transparent orthography are better at phoneme
segmentation and blending and reading nonwords than readers of an
opaque orthography. Afrikaans children appear to begin leading in an
alphabetic stage using a nonlexical strategy of grapheme-phoneme
conversion. English beginner readers seem to start reading using
predominantly a logographic strategy of visual word recognition. It also
seems that some levelc of phonological awareness such as onset/rime
detection and syllable manipulation are acquired spontaneously by
prereaders of both languages, but that the manipulation of phonemic units
is dependent on the acquisition of literacy. The introduction of literaoy
training and/or the maturation of the children's phonological systems results
in a change to a greater awareness of small phonemic units than larger
units.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Learning to read first became the focus of psycholinguistic study in the
1970s. Research into reading has both practical and theoretical value since
many people experience difficulties in acquiring literacy. Such research
helps to explain why many children easily acquire the ability to speak and to
understand a language, yet do not so readily acquire the ability to read and
write it. It also assists with the identification of skills which distinguish good
from poor readers, making it possible to detect children at risk for later
reading problems and to train them in the necessary skills.
Gleitrnan & Rozin (1977), Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler &
Fischer (1977), Rozin & Gleitman (1977) proposed early on that an
awareness of the internal sound structure of words plays an important role
in learning to read an alphabetic orthography, or a writing system in which
lndlvldual letters represent individual sounds (Harris & Coltheart, 1986). In
order to learn to read, the child needs to be able to do more than form
associations between letters and speech sounds, he must become aware
that words are made Up of smaller sound segments. This rneralinquistlc
ability has become known as phonological awareness,
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1.1. What exactly is Phonological Awareness?
Definitions of phonological awareness are much disputed in the literature,
partly because of the varied backgrounds and interests of the researchers.
Terms such as "phonemic awareness", "phoneme segmentation",
"phonological perception", "phonological anclysis'', "linguistic awareness",
"segmental awareness" and "speech perception" are used interchangeably
in many studies. Most researchers attempt to infer the presence or absence
of phonological awareness by means' of performance on a particular task.
A precise definition of phonological awareness needs to be provided.
Spoken language can be analysed at different phonological levels, far
example into large speech units such as words and syllables, into
intermediate units such as onsets (the initial consonant or consonant cluster
in a word, e.g. Ibrl in "brush") and rimes (the vowel and final consonant or
consonant cluster of a word, e.g. lushl in "brush") and into small speech
units such as phonemes. Phonological awareness is a term encompassing
each of those levels. In addition to those levels, Treiman and Zukowski
(1991) suggest that a definition of phonological awareness should also
incorporate the cognitive demands of the particular phonological awareness
task, as these often differ substantially from task to task. Performance on
phonological awareness tasks will differ, for example, according to whether
the task taps implicit phonological awareness, which can be assessed in
2
children who have not yet learned to read, or explicit phonological
awareness, which is fostered by learr.ing to read (Frith, 1995; Cataldo &
Ellis, 1989).
Phonological awareness is a sensitivity to subword segments from syllables,
onsets and rimes, to phonemes as well as an abllity to perform certain
cognitive tasks. This awareness does not necessarily mean that the
individual knows how to read or spell a word (Liberman & Liberman, 1990).
Four-year old children are able to demonstrate phonological skills by tapping
out syllables (Liberman, Shar.kweiler, Fischer & Carter, 1974) and three-
year old children can perform rhyme tasks (Bryant, Bradley, Maclean &
Crossland, 1989). However, there are certain skills such as phoneme
deletion, counting and n·.mipulation which emerge much later and may be
a consequence of, or strongly influenced by, alphabetic instruction.
1.2. The Assessment of Phonological Awareness
The many different definitions of phonological awareness have resulted in
a lack of consensus on how to measure it. There are several ways of
assesslrrj phonoloqical awareness, which are related to the levels of this
skill, namely syllabic, phonemic and onset/rime. Syllabic tasks focus on the
segmentation of words into specified units, while phonemic tasks involve
making connect'ons between graphemic representations of written letters or
3
words and phonen de representations of spoken letters or words (Wimmer
et aI., 1994). Onset/rime segmentation involves splitting a word such as
"brush" into its onset /brl and rim 3 lush!, as well as sometimes performing
a further division into the nucleus lUi and coda Ish!. Phonemic ')egmentation
of the same word yields four divisions: Ibl, Irl, lui, Ish/.
The task requirements for phonological awareness tests range from deleting
or substituting phonological segments, recalling words and judging whether
they have sounds in common, producing sounds in response to a cue, to
blending sounds to form a word (Yopp, 1988; Lewkowicz, 1980). Since both
the size of the unit tested and the operations required of the child will affect
performance on these tasks, interpretation and comparison of research
findings is made difficult (Nesdale, Herriman and Tunmer, 1984; Backman,
1983).
Despite the diversity of phonological awareness tasks, McBride~Chang
(1995) identified three common elements in these measures. Firstly, the
subject must hear one or more spoken item(s). Secondly, the subject must
perform some operation on that speech segment, for example, identify a
single phoneme, select that item which does not be!cng with the others or
sayan item after removing a phoneme from it. This often requires that the
item(s) be held in memory. Thirdly, the subject must respond verbally.
Sometimes, younger children are asked to point to the correct item or to
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indicate it in some other way. All of the above-mentioned operations require
that the subject is able to reason well enough in order to think about the
item(s) presented and to perform operations on them, an ability which
McBride-Chang (1995) calls general cognitive ability. General cognitive
ability has been found to correlate significantly with phonological processing
tasks (Wagner et al., 1987; Wagner, Torgesen, Laughon, Simmons &
Rashotte, 1993). Subjects must also be able to re.. oer items for a certain
length of time. Short-term memory is important in the performance of most
phonological awareness tasks (Bradley & Bryant, 1985; Wagner et al.,
1993). Finally, the item must be manipulated in some specified way, a skill
also involving speech perception. Speech perception has been shown to
be associated with phonological processing sl<.lIs in young children
(Hurford, 1990, 1991). McBride-Chang (1995) found that all three above-
mentioned components, cognitive ability, short-term memory and speech
perception, were strong predictors of phonological awareness.
Adams (1990) reviewed the literature on phonological awareness and
attempted to rate various tasks in terms of five levels of difficulty. At the
most basic level is the ability to remember rhymes or rhyming words. The
second level concerns the ability to identify and manipulate patterns of
rhyme and alliteration in words and requires more focussed attention to
sound components. At the third level is the knowledge that syllables can be
divided into phonemes, as well as a familiarity with the sounds of isolated
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phonemes. The fourth level of difficulty occurs in tasks that require full
segmentation of component phonemes. The most difficult tasks require the
child to add. delete or move phonemes.
Yopp (1988) calculated the reliability and validity of ten tests (auditory
discrimination. phoneme blending, phoneme counting. two tests of phoneme
deletion. rhyming. two tests of phoneme segmentation. word-to-word
matching and phoneme reversal) that have commonly been used to
operationalise phonological awareness. She found that these tests were
highly interrelated. indicating that they were measuring a similar construct,
and lending construct validity to tile concept of phonological awareness. A
factor analysis yielded two fc:ctors underlying phonological awareness.
Each factor was defined by the tests that had high Im..dings on it. Tests
whlch loaded on factor two. "compound phonemic awareness= (YoPP. 1988.
p. 174). required more steps to completion and that a sound be held in
memory. Factor one or "simple phonemic awareness- tests (YoPP. 1988, p,
174) required a single operation. such as segment. blend or isolate a given
sound. and a response. All (If the phonological awareness tests required
that the child menially manipulate individual sounds (YoPP. 1988). This
explains the strong correlation between factors, while unique variance is
accounted for by the additional operation necessary in tests of compound
phonemic awareness, namely holding a sound in memory. The test that had
the highest loading on the simple phonemic awareness factor was Yopp-
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Singer's (1988) test of phoneme segmentation, lNhich was developed
especially for use in that study. Rosner's (1975) test of auditory analysis had
the highest loading on the compound phonemic aware-. ,~$ factor. Since
rhyming ability was found to be only minimally involved in these factors,
Yopp cautions against using such tests to draw generalisations about
phonological awareness. It appears that rhyming tests may tap a different
ability to other tests of phonological av ''lreness.
1.3. Phonological Awareness and Learning to Read
Phonological awareness has become the focus of many studies in
psycholinguistics, because research has shown that English-speaking
children with good phonological awareness skills tend to be good readers
(Caravolas & Bruck, 1991; Adams, 1990; Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Wagner
& Torgesen, 1987). Preliterate phonological awareness predicts the ;....:lel
of achievement in alphabetic reading and spelling at the end of the first year
of (eeming to read. This finding is independent of to, initial differences in
letter knowledge and reading ability (Wimmer, landerl, Unortner & Hummer,
1991) and more accurate than aQe or measures of socio-econornic status
(Share, Jorm, Maclean & Matthews, 1984). Furthermore, this connection is
specffic because children'Searly phonological awareness skills predict their
progress in later reading and spelling, but not in arithmetic (Bradley and
Bryant, 1983; MacLean, Bryant and Bradley, 1987). Studies in other
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languages have confirmed these findings (e.g. in Spanish by De Manrique
& Gramingna, 1984; in Italian by Cossu, Shankweiler, Liberman, Katz &
Tola,1988; in Czechoslovakian by Caravolas & Brud<, 1991 and in German
by Wimmer & Goswami, 1994).
Evidence that phonological training can facilitate the acquisition of literacy
in young children has been found by Blachman, Ball, Black and Tangel,
1994; Cunningham, 1990 and Lundberg, Frost and Peterson, 1988.
Remediation based on a combination of phonological and alphabetic
training has also been found to improve certain reading difficulties (Bradley
& Bryant, 1983, 1985; Hatcher, Hulme & Ellis, 1994; Tunmer, '1994;
Lundberg, 1994}. Reading problems have been related to poor phonological
skills (Catts, 1989; Rack, Snowling & Olson, 1992; Snowling, 1991;
Stanovich, 1988). The phonological awareness skills of older, disabled
readers or illiterate adults have been investigated and it was found that
many older children with reading disabilities have a limited understanding
of the phonological structure of words (Morais, Bertelson, Cary & Alegiia,
1986; Snowling, Goulandris, Bowlby & Howell, 1986; Snowling, 1981;
Bradley & Bryant, 1978).
While the importance of phonological awareness for literacy has been well
established, the exact nature of the relationship remains unclear. It is
uncertain whether phonological awareness is a necessary precursor to
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good reading ability, arising spontaneously as a result of cognitive and
linguistic maturation or whether it is a skill resulting from learning to read an
alphabetic language. Wagner and Torgesen (1987), Mann and Liberman
1984, Stanovich, Cunningham and Cramer (1984) have found support for
the position that awareness of the phonological units of words develops
spontaneously and is a precondition for learning to read. Training these
skiHs also enhances the acquisition of literacy (Vellutino & Scanlon, 1987;
Bradley & Bryant, 1983). Wimmer, Landel, Linortner and Hummer (1991),
Morais, Bertelson, Cary and Alegria (1986), Morais, Cary, Alegria and
Bertelson (1979) support the alternative view that phonological awareness
is a consequence of learning to read an alphabetic orthography, rather than
a precondition for acquiring literacy. Morais, Alegria and Content (1987)
found that illiterate adults could neither delete nor add phonemes to
nonwords, while such a task is easily performed by literate adults. They also
discovered that readers of the non-alphabetic Chinese orthography are less
able to demonstrate phonemic segmentation. These results suggest that
phonological awareness is not a result of physical maturation but develops
as a consequence of learning to read in an alphabetic writing system. Poor
reading skills appear to cause peer pr:;,"'ological awareness skills (Wagner
& Torgesen, 1987 and Ehri, i9?,,}.
Bradley and Bryant (1978) and Gough and Juel (1987) make a different
suggestion about the relationship between phonological awareness and
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early reading. They compared the performance of an older group of poor
readers to a younger group of average readers on phonological awareness
tasks. Since the two groups were matched in terms of reading level, any
differences found between the poor readers and the averaqe readers could
not be attributed to differences in orthographic knowledge. Children in each
of the groups were given two tasks, rhyme and alliteration detection and
rhyme production. The performance of the older poor readers on both tasks
was Significantly worse than that of the younger matched readers. These
results do not support the conclusion drawn by Morais et at (1979) that
phonological awareness develops as a consequence of learning to read,
because both groups were at comparable reading levels. Although the
phonological awareness task used by Bradley and Bryant (1978) was a
much easier task than that used by Morais et al. (1979), Bradley and
Bryant's findings suggest that at least some level of phonologica! awareness
is a nr .sssary, but not sufficisp' 1pnnent of early reading skill.
It is possible, thougr .• the Bradley and Bryant and the Morais et at
studies are correct. Th0 current positlon is that the relationship between
reading ability and phonological awareness is one of reciprocal causation
in which phonological awareness develops as a consequence of having
learned to read and write in an alphabetic language. Consequently,
teaching phonological awareness accelerates and assists reading
acquisition in an alphabetic language (Bryant & Goswami, 1987; Perfetti,
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Beck, Bell & Hughes, 1987). The idea of reciprocal causation suggests that
the strong correlations between phonological awareness tasks and
measures of reading skill mask two different causal patterns (Stahl &
Murray, 1994). Exactly how phonological awareness skills and alphabetic
literacy interact rerna.ns a matter of debate.
1.4. Phonological Awareness and Theories of Reading Development
The reason for the positive correlation between phonological awareness
and reading lies in the fact that alphabetic writing represents language
mainly in terms of phonemic units. The beginner reader needs to realize that
words can be broken down into phonemes and fllat the phoneme is typically
the unit in the speech stream that ls represented by symbols (letters) in
alphabetic writing. The ability to analyse words into these units is necessary
in order to acquire print-to-speech and speech-to-print conversion skills
which allow reading of unfamiliar words (Morais et al., 1986). Children in
their first year of school who have not yet deve'o, ad this awareness will
have difficulty understanding the systematic correspondences between
sounds and letters that make up an alphabetic writing system.
Frith's (1985) theory of reading development holds that the understanding
of the relationship between letters and sounds afforded by phonological
awareness is a necessary condition for reading development. Her stage
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theory of reading progress involves three developmental stages, namely
logographic, alphabetic and orthographic, which develop sequentially.
During the logographic stage, the child is only' able to recognise a small set
of highly familiar words frorr: salient visual features, in particular logos such
as "Pick 'n Pay Hypermarket" and "Coca-Cola". When an unfamiliar word
has to be read 8't this stage, the child will either produce no response or, if
the word occurs in contest he may guess at a possible word. The
logographic stage is followed by an alphabetic stage of phonoloqicel
decoding in which graptleme-phoneme (letter-sound) correspondences are
used to assemble pronunciations. By the alphabetic stage, the child has
learned how to convert letters into their corresponding sounds and is able
to read some unfamiliar, regular words. Phonological awareness may be
vita! for progressing from the logographic stage of reading to the alphabetic
stage as it enables the reader to translate graphemic units into their
corresponding phonemic units. The final orthographic stage is characterised
by the child's ability to read and comprehend words directly on seeing them,
without first having to sound them out. At this stage orthographic word
recognition supplements alphabetic reading.
Tile dual-route theory of reading processes (Morton & Patterson, 1980;
Coltheart, t 980; Patterson & Shewell, 1987 and Ellis & Young, 1988) also
stresses the importance of phonological awareness since it enables the
child to develop the indirect, nonlexical system. These theorists propose
12
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that skilled reading and spelling require the development of two separate
processing systems, namely the nonlexical or indirect system and the direct
or lexical system. The nonlexical system is used when reading unfamiliar
words and operates on a principle of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion.
Use of this system predominates during Frith's alphabetic stage of reading
development. The lexical system is used when reading very familiar words,
the visual representations of which have been encountered many times by
the reader, FIndare stored in the visual input lexicon, to be activated as
soon as a familiar word is presented. Lexical reading characterises Frith's
orthographic stage of reading development. In terms of phonological
awareness, an awareness of the phonemes in spoken words is necessary,
but probably not sufficient to reach the alphabetic stage and to develop the
lexical route and the visual input lexicon. The expansion of the visual input
lexicon in tum, requires increasing reflection on spoken words, thus
improving the child's awareness of phonemes. This is in keeping with the
view that there is a reciprocal causal relationship between phonological
awareness and learning to read.
Analogy models of readlnq such as Goswami's interactive analogy model
(Goswami, 1986), postulate the development of a single lexical system, with
onsets and rimes forming the basis for reading both familiar snd unfamiliar
words. Goswami and Bryant (1990) maintain that phonological awareness
fur onsets and rimes emerges naturally prior to literacy instruction, and
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influences reading development. Without phonological awareness skills, the
child would not be able to manipulate onsets and limes. Phonological
awareness enables children to form categories of words that share common
onsets and rimes, and later, to make connections between these categories
and words that share common spellings (Goswami, 1986, 1988). Children
who are learning to read ;n English use phonological awareness to make
inferenceS about spelling patterns on the basis of rhyme. If they know how
to read the word "light", for example. an unfamiliar. yet similar word like
"might" may be read by mapping the unfamiliar spelling pattern onto the pre-
existing phonological units for "light" (rime analogy). Coru.oued development
of phonological analysis abilities leads to the development of a nonlexical
route by which both familiar and unfamiliar words can be read. by analogy
to familiar items.
Seymour (1987) proposes an information-processing I'nodel of reading
development consisting of three interacting systems, namely a visual
processor, a phonological processor and a semantic processor. The visual
processor is concerned with peripheral features enabling the identification
of graphemes and morphemes (units of meaning, for example, unhappily
has three morphemes: un+happy+ly) and relays this information to the
phonological and semantic processors. The phonological processor
processes both graphemes and morphemes and includes both a lexical
system for storing whole word forms and a non-lexical system for the
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manipulation of phonemes, while the semantic processor processes the
meanlnqs of morphemes. This model differs from the dual-route model in
that it proposes that word recognition is achieved by a single framework
which can work out pronunciations for both words and nonwords. Seymour
subsequently expanded his model to allow for the simultaneous
development of visual and phonological processes as necessary
foundations for later orthographic proeessinq (Seymour & Evans, 1994).
The orthographic processor is viewed as part of the visual system and is
specialised for the analysis of print and writing. According to this model,
visual processing may be analytic, breaking down words into segments, or
holistic, blending together mUlti-ietter units to form words, Phonological
awareness is necessary far the development of the phonological processor,
which contains a phonemic store and which assembles segments of speech
into words or nonworda, Phonoloqlcal uwareness is also necessary for the
ability of the visual processor to segment or blend words. Seymour's dual"
foundation model represents a move away from a dual-route account of
reading to a single route approach, as modelled by connectionist theories.
Connectionist models of reading (e.g. Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989;
Schneider, 1987 and Tanenhaus, Dell & Carlson, 1988) propose that both
familiar and unfamiliar words are read by means of a single network of
weighted connections between orthographic and phonoloqlcal Lnlts. There
are no localised representations of familiar words, instead these emerge as
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distributed patterns of activity within the network. Reading occurs through
the updating of connection strengths in the network and by a settling of
activation after a word or nonword has been presented. ConnectionIst
theories acknowledqe the importance of phonological awareness in learning
to read, but are not explicit ahO'.Jtthe size of the phonolcgical units dealt
with.
The main distinctions between the various theories of reading development
can be viewed as differences in their conceptualisation of lexical recognition
as dependent on either localised or distributed mental representations of
words, and in their conceptualisation of non-lexical recognition as a
separate process to lexical recognition, which is mediated by either a rule-
governed conversion system or a process of analop: The centrality of
phonological awareness in literacy acquisition is asserted by all current
models of reading. Attention has now turned to more specific issues such
as the identification of the developmental progression of phonological
awareness.
1.5. The Development of Phonological Awareness
Nothing in our preliterate encounters with spoken language explicitly show
it to be a system of discrete, arbitrary suunds. Rather, we are accustomed
to hearing and using language in meaningful conversation (Van Kleeck,
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1990). Consequently, segmenting words into phonemes is a difficult task for
most young children. Before children are able to segment words into their
constituent phonemes or syllables, they first become aware that their flow
of speech is made up of larger individual units of meaning (sentences and
words). This awareness deepens in stages, as discovered by Treiman and
Zukowski (1991). They found that Canadian preschoolers (mean age 5.1
years) were able to segment words into syllables, b1.1 battled with
onset/rime and phoneme segmentation tasks. Children at kindergarten
(mean age 5.9 years) were fairly successful with the onset/rime tasks but
still experienced difficulty with the phoneme task. By first grade (mean ag6
7.0 years) the children were able to perform all three types of tasks with
relative ease. Since onset-rime segmentation skill has been found to
precede phonemic segmentation in children acquiring reading skills in
English, except in tasks where onsets are also phonemes (Bowey &
Francis, 1991: Kirtley, Bryant, Maclean & Bradley, 1989; Helfgott, 1976),
it is argued that English-speaking children will spontaneously use their
knowledoo of onsets and rimes rather than phonemes when learning to read
(Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Goswami, 1993). Seymour and EVans (1994)
found that phonological awareness which arises during the first two years
of literacy may develop sequentially from smaller (phonemic) to larger
(syllabic) units. While this remains unconfirmed by subsequent research,
Seymour and Evan's findings are consistent with the ambiguity inherent in
Seymour's model of reading development. in which the visual processor
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could accommodate the development of phonological units from large to
small segments or vice versa.
It has been suggested that phonemic and syllabic aspects of phonological
awareness may each apply to different stages of reading development
(Duncan, Seymour & Hill, in press). Goswami (1993) suggests that syllable
awareness applies to the early stages (f~.g. logographic) and phonemic
awareness to the later stages (e.g. alphabetic), while Ehrl (1992) proposes
the opposite. It may be that both types of phonological awareness are
independent and alternative routes through which basic literacy can be
acquired (Duncan et aI., in press). Sensitivity to onset and rime units is
believed to constitute an intermediate stage in phonological development
somewhere between syllabic and phonemic awareness since onsets and
rimes are smaller than syllables but larger than phonemes (Treiman,
1992b). Thus, a single phoneme onset is easier for young children to
manipulate than a phoneme which is part of a rime. Children demonstrate
particular difficulty in manipulating phonemes which constitute complex
onsets, that is, onsets containing two or three consonants (Caravolas &
Bruck, 1993). The progression from syllable to onset/rime might occur
spontaneously, perhaps with the help of non-alphabetic stimulation such as
rhymes, while alphabetic training is necessary to develop an awareness of
phonemes (Seymour & Evans, 1994). Or, it could be that explicit awareness
of the intermediate units also requires input from reading such as the
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isolation of initial letters and consonant clusters or a focus on groups of
rhyming words.
The difficulty experienced by children under the age of seven in segmenting
words into phonemes has been attributed to the abstract nature of the
phoneme (Ball, 1993). Due to the automaticity of our speech processes, we
are not consciously aware of the phonemes in words. Instead, we focus our
attention on the meaning of speech (Adams, 1990; Liberman & Shankweiler,
1991). However, even if conscious attention is paid to the sound structure
of words, individual phonemes are difficult to separate out from the speech
stream because they do not correspond to articulatory units or "acoustical
bursts" in the way that syllables do (Ball, 1993, p. 150). While there is a
natural temporal division of words into syllables, phonemes are completely
blended within syllables and words (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler &
Studdsrt-Kennedy, 1967; Liberman & liberman, 1990).
Goswami (1990) and Goswami and Mead (1992) found that phonologically
skilled children make more onset and rime analogies than phonologically
weak children. Moreover, both German and English beginner readers have
been found to be better at detecting rime oddities or differences (e.g. peek,
seek, 1QQl) than at detecting onset oddities (pig, 1ru2. pin) (Wimmer, Lander!
& Schneider, 1994; Bradley & Bryant, 1985). Wimmer et al. relate this
finding to the fact that, in most oddity detection tasks, word onsets are
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usually single phonemes e.g. "p" or "t", whereas word rimes in these tasks
usually consist of several phonemes, e.g. "001"or "eek" and young children
find tasks involving single phonemes more difficult than those with multiple
phonemes or syllables (Cossu et al., 1988; Liberman et aI., 1974).
Fowler (1991) contends that the inability of preschool children to segment
at the level of the phoneme is not due to a lack of conscious awareness of
phonemic units or an inability to access the phonological representations of
these units, but a result of the development of the phonological system
during the early years. This developmental process is only complete around
the age of seven. Fowler's suggestion is in keeping with research (Bryant
et aI., 1989; Treiman, 1993) showing that preschoolers may be sensitive to
onset, rime and syllable segments but not to phonemic segments. Fowler
(1991) proposes that throughout the preschool years the child's
phonological lexicon undergoes constant reorganisation. Since very young
children know only a few words, they need only a few articulatory pattems
to express these (Nittrouer & Studdert-Kennedy, 1987). As the child's
vocabulary increases, words with similar articulatory patterns start to cluster
together. In both speech comprehension and production, the preschool child
pays more attention to the articulatory patterns distributed over the syllable
than on the initial consonant (Fowler, 1991). Further expansion of the
phonological lexicon results in words with similar sounding and similarly
pronounced patterns clustering together and eventually the child is able to
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use these clusters to derive "coherent units of sound and gesture that we
know as phonetic ~~egments"(Fowler, 1991:107). Fowler aiso points out that
his mode! is consistent with the finding that poor readers' phonol"!.!.I, . :'
difficulties tend to extend to perceptual, lexical and articulatory areas.
Difficulties with speech rates (Catts, 1986), word finding (Miles, 1983) and
repetition (Snowling et al., 1986) all point to an underlying impairment in the
organisation of phonoJ(i~lcal representations.
While this view may seem to ir ,;: '~.hat phonemic segmentation is
contingent upon maturation of the phoi IOlogical system rather than exposure
to an alphabetic orthography, this is not necessarily the case. Maclean et
al. (1987) found that three year old children's knowledge of nursery rhymes
was an important predictor of later reading ability and hypothesised that
exposure to informal linguistic tasks, for example language games, fosters
awareness of shared sounds. Consequently, the child's ability to segment
syllables into phonemes appears to reflect both a maturing of the
phonological system as well as the impetus provided by exposure to reading
instruction. Bradley and Bryant (1983) contend that an awareness of rhyme
is a developmental precursor to phonological awareness and that it makes
an independent contribution to reading at a later stage.
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Treiman (1992b) suggests that instructional emphasis (whole word or
phonics) may be critical in determining the order of the stages through
which the beginner reader passes and consequent skill on phonological
awareness tasks. Vellutino (1t ,I), Adams (1990), Perfetti et al. (1987) and
Alegria, Pignot and Morais ('1982) found that first grade children who were
taught by means of a phonics approach performed better on phonological
awareness tasks than children of the same age who had been taught by
means of a whole-word approach. Thus, it may not necessarily be
orthography that determines phonological awareness, but method of
instruction used to teach reading, or a combination of both.
1.6. Cross-linguistic Studies of Phonological Awareness
The English orthography is often blamed for many reading problems. The
complex and irregular relationship between the sound and spelling of
English words is be 'oved tv present an insurmountable difficulty to some
beginner readers. Liberman (1973) noted that while the irregularities in the
English language do mase things harder for a beginner reader, those
readers with problems can often not even read regular words \ r simple
nonwords. Mann (1986) has shown that children learning nonalphabetlc
Japanese script find phoneme manipulation more difficult than English
children, and Read, Zhang, Nie and Ding (1986) obtained similar results
with Chinese adults. So one's skill at manipulating speech sounds is largdly
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dependent on knowing an alphabetic language. Liberman (1973) concluded
.hat the main source of difficulty for English children with reading problems
is a failure to become aware that words can be analysed as sequencas of
phonemes, that is, failure to grasp the alphabetic principle. Cross-linguistic
studies examine whether this fact is universal across languages, and so
reflecting some general principles of language development, or whether
difficulties with phonological awareness are mediated by langllage specific
factors.
Cossu, Shankweiler, liberman, Katz and Tola (1988) compared the
phonological awareness skills of Italian- and English-speaking children. At
preschool, kindergarten and first grade, the Italian children outpmformed the
English children, with the largest differnn<.:es between languages occurring
in the first gracie. COSSl..! et al. "neculated that this was due to Italian
phonology being characterised by many open syllables, which may
emphasise the syllable unit, hence speeding up the development of
phonological awareness for Italian children. A further contributing factor was
that English and Italian possess different orthographies or writing systems.
Orthographies are defined as being either "opaque" or "transparent",
depending on the ease Witl1 which a word's pronunciation can be predicted
from its spelling (Besner & Smith, 1992). In a transparent orthography, the
spelling-sound correspondence is direct, that is, words are generally spelled
exactly as they sound. Languages such as Italian, Czechoslovakian!
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German and Afrikaans are all transparent orthographies. tn contrast, the
spelling-sound relationship in an opaque orthography, such as English, is
less direct, and readers have to learn unusual ~pellings of irregular words
such as "yacht" and "steak". Treiman (1992a), Kyostio (1980) and Downing
(1972) propose that learning to read and write in a transparent writing
system may speed up the acquisition of literacy and, by extension, the
development of phonological awareness (Cossu et al, 1988; Wimmer and
Hummer, 1990). Caravolas and Bruck (1993) found that preschool,
kindergarten and grade one Czechoslovakian-speaking children performed
consistently better than English-speaking children of the same ages on
phonological awareness tasks of sound isolation, oddity detection and
phoneme deletion. It is likely that a transparent language may advance the
development of phonological awareness of children who speak that
language.
English reading and spelling achlevement after a year's schooling appears
to be related to onset and rime awareness (Bradley & Bryant, 1985;
Wimmer et aI., 1991). Wimmer et al. (1991) discovered that rime awareness
in German preschoolers was only weakly related to reading and spelling
success at the end of one year at school and became more predictive of
good reading and spelling later on. The reason underlying this difference is
that the two languages possess different orthographies. Wimmer et al, (in
press) also found that children who were learning to read an
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orthographically transparent language such as German, did not seem to
pass through an initial stage of logographic reading, but rather started off
In an alphabetic stage of reading by assembling pronunciations using a
strategy of grapheme-phoneme conversion, which resulted in successful
reading (Wimmer and Hummer, 1990). English beginner readers, however,
cannot rely on an indirect, alphabetic strategy when reading, as this would
result in incorrect pronunciation of the many irregular words in the language.
It is thus appropriate that English children who are learning to read start
with a logographic stage of visual word recognition. This finding implies that
Frith's (1985) stages of reading development do not necessarily follow in the
same sequence for all languages and explains why onset and rime
awareness was not a goar:! predictor of early reading success for German
children. When reacting German, there would be no need to use onset and
rime based analogies to read new words, because the pronunciation of
these words can easily be assembled by grapheme-phoneme translation
and blending (Wimmer et al., 1994). However, these researchers suggest
that onset and rime awareness become important at a later stage of
orthographic reading in German. English beginner readers, however, show
much reliance on onset and rime analogies since the first (Iogographic)
stage of reading development in English is based on the fcrmat'on of visual
recognition units of words which can be used as analogies for reading
unfamiliar words. Since German beginner readers first acquire an indirect,
alphabetic word recognition system, onset ana rime awareness is of limited
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importance initially, whereas English beginner readers first acquire a direct,
logographic word recognition system, which would be facilitated by an
awareness of onsets and rimes.
Onset and rime awareness has been found to be important for later
orthographic reading in German for the same reason it is important for early
logographic reading in English· it enables the reader to build up visual
memory representations for written words (Wimmer et aI., in press). These
memory representations act as recognition units in reading, allowing for
direct access to pronunciation and meaning. Wimmer et al's finding that
early rime awareness is predictive of success, not with early indirect word
recognition, but with later direct word recognition supports the view that
phonological factors are involved in the establishment of word recognition
units during direct reading (Ehri, 1992; Perfetti, 1992; Stuart & Coltheart,
1988).
Most evidence relating to phonological awareness todate has been obtained
from studies conducted in America and the United Kingdom. It would be
useful if the findings concerning English beginner readers could also be
shown to reflect the fundamental importance of phonological awareness for
all alphabetic languages. The current study is based on the hypothesis that
the different orthographies Of the English and Afrikaans languages may give
rise to differential rates anG;'·~;patterns of development in phonological
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awareness. Afrikaans, one of the eleven official language of South Africa,
is a blend of many languages, mainly Malay, Portuguese, German, French,
Dutch and English (Ponefis, 1993). It is a transparent language in which the
grapheme-phoneme mappings are regular and predominantly one-to-one,
as opposed to English, which is opaque, with many irregular grapheme-
phoneme mappings (Besner & Smith, 1992). Most Afrikaners tend to be
bilingual, since English is carried into the home via radio, television,
magazines and newspapers. Often more English is heard in the home, via
these media, than Afrikaans. As a result, colloquial Afrikaans borrows
extensively from English. Subsequently, most Afrikaans children can speak
some English, and also learn it from a young age at school, while Nrikaans
plays a minor role in the English-speaking child's environment. Both
languages are taught at school, with one being the medium of instruction for
all subjects and the other a language subject.
1.7. Alms of the Study
Since languages may differ widely in phonological characteristics,
phonological awareness m~y vary in rate and pattern of development in
speakers of different languages. The focus of this study is the development
of phonological awareness and l'eading in English- and Afrikaans-speaking
children. The study investigates whether there is a difference between
speakers of a relatively straight-forward, transparent orthography, such as
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Afrikaans, and speakers of a relatively complex, opaque orthography, such
as English, in terms of their acquisition of phonological awareness. If the
development of phonological awareness is contingent upon instruction in
alphabetic literacy alone, no differences should be observed between the
English and Afrikaans children. In the other hand, if the development of
phonological awareness is dependent on the depth of orthography alone or
in combination with reading lnstruction, significant differences should be
found between the English and Afrikaans children at all levels.
The phonological awareness tests selected for this study each conform to
different levels of levels of difficulty (Adams, 1990). At the second level of
difficulty, is Bradley and Bryant's (1983) oddity test, which is also commonly
viewed as an onset/rime task (Kirtley et aI., 1989). Bradley and Bryant
(1983) found that children who are poor readers have difficulty categorising
words on the basis of common sounds, even in comparison with younger
children who read at the same level. Perfetti et al.'s (1987) phoneme
blending task was selected as an example of Adams' third level of difficulty.
Phoneme blending is one of the easier phonemic awareness tests for young
children (Yopp, 1988), PJ.. the fourth level of difficulty is Yopp-Singer's (YoPP.
1988) phoneme segmentation task. Share at al, (1984) and Stanovlch,
Cunningham and Feeman (1984\ i1'~;lOrtthat phoneme segmentation at
school entry was the best out of thrity-nine measures in predicting reading
success after two years. To assess the final level of difficulty, Rosner's test
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of auditory analysis skills (1974) was chosen. This task requires the deletion
of syllables and phonemes. These tests can also be grouped according to
Yopp's (1988) two factors underlying phonological awareness: Yopp-
Singer'S (1988) test of phoneme segmentation and Perfetti et al. 's (19B?)
test of phoneme blending would be measures of simple phonemic
awareness, while Bradley and Bryant's (1983) oddity test and Rosner's
(1975) test of auditory analysis are measures of compound phonemic
awareness. These tests formed the battery of phonological tests in English
and Afrikaans for the current study. Since other skills often underlie
performance on phonological awareness tasks (McBride-Chang, 1995),
letter r~Gmingability, letter sound knowledge and short-term phonological
memory were also assessed and their predictive relationship to
phonological awareness and reading determined. Letter name and letter
sound knOWledgerefer to the child's learning wnlch name or sound a given
letter represents respectively. Research has shown that letter sound
awareness is one of the strongest predictors of children's success in
reading (Adams, ~990). Short-term phonological memory has also been
positively correlated with phonological awareness (McBride-Chang, 1995)
and was assessed in this study by means of Gathercole, Willis, Baddeley
and Emslie's (1994) Oral Repetition of Nonwords task.
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1.8. Hypotheses
To determine how the orthography of a language influences the relationship
between phonological awareness and reading, the following hypotheses will
be investigated:
a) There will be a difference between the English- and Afrikaans-speaking
children in terms of ~heirperformance on the phonological awareness tasks
and on the reading task.
b) Phonological awareness will correlate with and be a predictor of reading
ability for both the Afrikaans- and English-speaking children.
c) Letter knowledge and phonological memory will correlate with and be
predictors of phonological awareness for both the Afrikaans- and English-
speaking children.
d) There will be a difference with age in performance on the phonological
ewsreness tasks within the Afrikaans sample and within the English
sample.
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2. METHODOLOGY
A three group cross sectional design was implemented to compare the
phonological awareness and reading levels of Afrikaans and English children
at grades 0, 1 and 2. The variables under investigation were phonological
awareness, reading ebility, age, letter knowledge, nonverbal IQ,
phonological memory and orthography.
2.1.Sllbjects
In total, 248 children were the subjects for this study. Written permission was
obtained from the parents or guardians of each child that participated in the
study. The children were receiving their education at either an English- or
Afrikaans-medium school. The mean ages of the English and Afrikaans
children togE-/her were 6.12 years at Grade 0, 7.22 years at Grade 1 and
8.17 years at Grade 2. The mean ages, standard deviations and sample
sizes for each of the English and Afrikaans groups is shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Mean ages in months (and years) of subjects in each grade
Mean Age SO n
Grade 0 70.3 m 5.4 m 39
English (5.9 yrs)
Grade 0 76.6 m 3.7 m 40
Afrikaans (6.4 yrs)
Grade 1 85.3 m 6.0 m 50
English (7.1 yrs)
Grade 1 88.4 rn 3:1 m 40
Afrikaans (7.4 yrs)
Grade 2 96.5 m 5.9 m 42
English (8.0 yrs)
Grade 2 99.7 m 4.3 m 37
Afrikaans (8.3 yrs)
The sample was drawn from two primary schools situated in the same
geographic area in order to limit differences due to soclo-economlc status
and method of reading instruction. Subjects were assessed midway through
the school year, so that the children in grades 1 and 2 had already been
exposed to some reading lnstructlon. The English grade 0 children had no
formal exposure to the alphabet, while the Afrikaans grade 0 children had
learnt three letters of the alphabet. Both English and Afrikaans Schools used
a combination of phonics and whole word methods to teach reading in
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grades 1 and 2. There was an approximately equal distribution of males and
females (Refer to Table 2.2 below).
Table 2.2 Distribution of male and female subjects in each grade
-
Number of Males Number of Females
Grade 0 English 21 18
Grade 0 Afrikaans 20 20
Grade 1 English 23 27
Grade 1 Afrikaans 25 15
Grade 2 English 20 22
Grade 2 Atrikaans 19 18 .~
The different languages spoken by the children in each grade are shown in
Table 2.3. Children with known auditory, visual, language or motor
deficiencies were not included in the sample.
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Table 2.3 Distribution of languages spoken by children in each grade
English English & English & Eng/Afrikaans
Afrikaans African Lang & utherLang
Grade 0 Eng 26 2 11 0
Grade 0 Afr 0 40 0 0
Grade 1 Eng 38 2 10 0
G.'ade 1 Afr 0 39 0 1
Grade 2 Eng 25 0 16 1
Grade 2 Afr 0 37 0 0
2.2. Materials
Eight tests were administered to each child. All of the tests existed in
English, but only one (the reading test) existed in Afrikaans and the other
Afrikaans tests were constructed by the researcher to follow their English
counterparts as closely as possible. The Afrikaans items were as similar as
possible to the English items in terms of number of syllables, word length,
part of speech and word frequency. Word frequencies were taken from
Kroes (1984)forthe Afrikaans items and from Kucera and Francis (1967) for
the English items. Cronbach's coefficient alpha was computed for each test
to determine whether the tests were reliable or consistent in what they are
measuring. These are reported with the description of each test.
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2.2.1.Raven's Coloured Prcqreselve Matrices (RCPM) (Raven, Curt &
Raven, 1977)
The RCPM was designed for use with young children (under the age of 1;
years) to assess mentai development. It was included in this study in order
to assess nonverbal intelligence and to provide a bas="
determine whether the English and Afrikaans samples welt.
this respect. The test is presented as three sets of tv.
illustrations (A, Ab and B) printed in a book, and minimal verbal exp.,
....to
is needed in order to understand the task. It was administered according to
the instructions in the manual (Raven et aI., 1977). The child was required
to select, from a number of possible alternatives, that piece that would
correctly complete the matrix. He needed only to indicate which figure he
wants to insert in the problem to be completed. A practice example was
given to assess whether the child understood the instructions. The child's
score on the RCPM was the number of correctly chosen pieces, with a range
from 0 to 36 points. The re-test reliability is a = 0.9, with no difference for
ethnicity or gender (Raven et al., 1977).
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2.2.2.Test of Letter Knowledge
This test assessed the child's knowledge of the sounds and names of letters
and consists of all the lett...srs of the alphabet. The child was asked whether
he knew the letter that his name began with. The difference between a
letter's name and its sound was then explained and the child was presented
with fifty-wo cards, on which each letter was written once in lower case and
once in upper case (on separate cards). The child was asked to give a
name and a sound for the letter on each card. The cards were presented to
each child in the same fixed, random order. One point was allocated for a
correct response and 0 for an incorrect response, with a range from a to 52
points each for letter names and letter sounds. (88e Appendix 1 for tCoi:
items).
2.2.3. Word and Nonword Reading Test (Klein, 1993)
Reading aloud may occur via concurrent semantic processing (lexical
processing) or by concurrent grapheme-phoneme conversion (nonlexical
processing) (Coltheart, 1984). This test was used to assess reading ability
and the use of the two processes, since the nonword items tap the use of a
nonlexlcal strategy and the real words test the use of a lexical strategy.
Klein's (1993) test was shortened from thirty-two ltsms to ten words and ten
nonwords for this study. The English and Afrikaans items were matched for
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frequency and word length. All of the words used for this study were of a
high frequency (Kucera and Francis, 1967; Kroes, 1984). The nonwords
were matched to the words in length and were constructed by changing the
initial letter of each word such that the nonwards all remained
orthographically legal, that is they conformed to the phonological rules of
English or Afrikaans. (Refer to Appendices 2 and 3 for the items).
Ten cards were given to the child. He was told that something was written
on each card, sometimes a word and other times a made up, nonsense
word. In the case of the nonwords, the child was asked to try to read the
item as best he could. The cards were presented to each child in a fixed,
random order, with the nonwords randomly interspersed among the words.
One point was allocated for an item read correctly and 0 for a
mispronunciation, with a range of points from 0 to 20. For the English test,
nonwords were scored correct if they were read by analogy to regular or
irregular words.
2.2.4. Oral Repetition of Nonwords Test (G,athercole, Willis, Baddeley
and Emslie, 1994)
The aim of this test was to assess short-term phonological memory. It
consists of forty Single unfamiliar nonwords such as "barrazon'', which the
child hears and must repeat immediately. Of the forty nonwords, there are
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ten each containing one, two, three and four syllables. The sequence of the
phonemes in the nonwords are orthographically (egaL The same items were
used for the Afrikaans children with some minor alterations. First, the
nonwords were all pronounced with an Afrikaans accent. Second, letter
combinations that are not crthcqraphically legal in Afrikaans, for example
"thllat the beginning of a word or "st" at the end of a word were changed to
letter combinations that occur frequently in the language (See Appendices
4 and 5 for the items).
Each child was told that he will hear some "funny made-up words", Which he
should listen to carefully and then try to repeat. The experimenter then gc'Ve
an example of a nonword, and explained how the child should attempt to
make the same sound. The nonwords were presented in a fixed random
order to the children. Each child was read the nonword sequence in a
neutral English/Afrikaans accent, with a pause after each item for the child
to repeat it. The child was allowed as much time as needed to respond and
each response was immediately scored by the experimenter as either
,Jhonologically correct (score 1) or incorrect (score 0). The score range was
from 0 to 40. Allowance was made for differences in accent where an
individual may pronounce one phoneme as another. The test-retest
reliability of this test with 5 year old British children was a = 0.77, and a;::
0.80 for 7 year old British children (Gathercole et al., 1994),
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2.2.5.Phonological Awareness Tests
2.2.S.a Bradley and Bryant's Sound Categorisation Test (1983)
This test measured the child's onset and rime awareness. It consists of
strings of four three-phoneme words. There are ten strings of words to
assess awareness of sounds in three different phoneme positions, namely
beginning sound, middle sound and end sound. In each string of words, all
words have in common one phoneme in one position and each differs in one
other phoneme-position. Three of the words in the string share a third
phoneme, while the fourth word is "odd" in relation to the critical phoneme-
positlon (beginning, middle or end). As seen in Appendices 6 and 7, all of
the items are mono-syllabic, with the majority conforming to a consonant-
vowel-consonant structure.
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The child was encouraged to tell the tester some nursery rhymes that he
knew. Then the tester gave the child some individual words and asked him
to find a word that rhymes with it (e.g. pill, will etc.). The tester pointed out
to the child any of his responses that did not rhyme with the target word. It
was then explained to the child that he will hear four words and must say
which is the odd one out. There were two practice items for each phoneme
position tested, The position of the odd-ward-out was matched in the
Afrikaans and English tests. The child was given a score out of ten for his
performance on each of the different phoneme positions, as well as a
composite score out of thirty for the entire task. The reliability of this test was
a = 0.88 for the Afrikaans sample and a = 0.91 for the English sample.
2.2.S.b Phoneme Blending Task (Perfetti, Beck, Bell & Hughes, 1987)
This task assessed tile child's ability to combine isolated phonemes into
words and nonwords. There are eight real words followed by four
pronounceable nonwords. The words represent an ordering of difficulty
starting with a common, two-segment word (see), and ending with two four-
segment words (stop and Stan/stok). The words are all short and common
in each language. Two have two segments, four have three segments and
two have four segments. The nonwords include two of two segments and
two of three segments. (See Appendices 8 and 9 for the items).
The child was told that the tester would say the sounds and that the child
had to put the sounds together and say the word "the right way". For each
word, the tester spoke the segments in isolation, with a brief intersegmental
interval of approximately one second. Four practice items were used to
check that the child understood the instructions. The nonward task was
introduced by telling the child that the next sounds would "make a pretend
word". Several of the words remained the same for the English and
Afrikaans tests, for example "see", "is" and "stop". All of the nonwords were
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the same for the English and Afrikaans tests. The child was given a score
out of eight for his blending of the words and a score out of four for his
blending of the nonwords, as well as a composite score out of twelve for the
entire task. This test was highly reliable, with a = 0.98 for the Afrikaans
sample and a = 0.96 for the English sample.
2.2.5.c Phoneme Segmentation Test (Yopp, 1988)
The aim of this test was to measure the child's ability to articulate the sounds
of a word separately, in their correct order. There are twenty-two test items
and four practice items. The items are all real words rcmging from two to four
letters in length. The child was given a word and shown how to break it up
into its component sounds. Then he was asked to do so on his own with a
differen' word. If the child understood what to do, three more practice items
were. , .ven, followed by the test items, otherwise further explanation on how
to perform the task was given. Scores had a possible range from 0 to 22
correct. (Refer to Appendices 10 and 11 for the items). A few of the words
remained the same for the English and Afrikaans tests, for example "man",
"is" and "in". Yopp (1988) found that the English test has a reliability of 0.95.
Within the current sample, this test was found to have a reliability of c = 0.97
for the English sample and a :;:0.98 for the Afrikaans sample.
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2.2.5.d. Test of Auditory Analysis Skills (Rosner, 1975)
This test assesses the child's ability to delete phonemes and syllables from
words. It begins with the analysis of two-syllat a impound words into
syllables ("Say sLlnshine without the shine"), and progresses to more difficult
items such as deleting a syllable from a multisyllabic word ("Say cucumber
without the leuf') and deleting a phoneme from the beginning, end or middle
of a word. As an example of the phoneme deletion part of this test, the child
may be told: "Say take without the It! sound". To rt "I correctly, he must
search for the It! sound in the word "take", del. and say what is left
("ake"). The position of the sound is controlled, starting with the easiest (the
beg:nning sound as in the above example), then the final sound ("Say game
without the Iml sound"), then part of a consonant blend ("Say stafe without
the It! sound"). There are fifteen items in this test, two practice items and
thirteen test items. The child's score was the number of items correct, with
a possible range from 0 to 13. In the current study, the reliability coefficient
for this test was 0.84 for the English sample and 0.88 for the Afrikaans
sample. Test items are shown in Appendices 12 and 13.
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2.3. Procedure
A pilot study was conducted with ten children from each language group
(English/Afrikaans) at each age level in order to determine the suitability of
the tests selected. The tests were all fount! to be suitable, that is, not too
difficult or too easy, except the reading test, which was not administered to
the grade 0 children as they had not yet learned how to read.
Children were tested individually over as short a time interval as possible,
typically within one school month, so that disruption from normal school
activities was minimal. The researcher was assisted by three trained,
bilingual testers to facilitate this. The testers underwent a training session to
establish uniformity of procedure. To avoid tiring the children, the
administration of the tests was divided into two sessions, one comprising the
screening tests, namely the RCPM, the tests of letter knowledge, the reading
test and the oral repetition of nonwords test and the other consisting of the
phonological awareness tests. The order of the tests within each session
remained fixed, but the order of presentation of the sessions was arranged
in such a way that half received the screen.nq tests in the first session and
the other half received the phonological awareness tests first.
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3. RESULTS
Descriptive statistics for the independent variable (language of
instruction/orthography) and dependent variables (age, phonological
awareness, reading ability, nonverbal IQ, phonological memory and letter
knowledge) will be presented first, followed by an investigation of any
significant differences within and between the English and Afrikaans groups.
In the second section, the relationship between the phonological and
reading tests and the dependent variables for each of the six groups of
subjects will be investigated by means of correlations and stepwise multiple
regression analyses. The data was analysed by means of SAS version 6.12.
3.1. Descriptive Statistics
Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 give the mean performance and standard deviations
for the English and Afrikaans grade 0, 1 and 2 samples respectively on each
task. The number of subjects contributing to each task is also given in the
tables. There is clearly an incremental progression in performance from
grade 0 to grade 2, for both English- and Afrikaans-speaking children, with
the grade 0 children performing the poorest and the grade 2 children
performing the best on all tasks.
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Table 3.1 Means and standard deviations for the English and
Afrikaans Grade 0 samples on each task
English Afrikaans
M SD n M SD n
r--
Ravens 14.39 2.94 39 19.75 3.46 40
LetterSounds 12.64 16.23 39 16.60 13.89 40
Letter Names 15.51 18.86 39 4.90 8.73 40
Oral Repetition 33.67 3.29 39 35.35 ~.32 40
Bradley & Bryant 11.49 4.39 39 12.4 4.91 40
Initial Sound 3.77 1.72 39 4.80 2.17 40
Middle Sound 4.10 2.15 39 4.15 1.83 40
End Sound 3.62 1.55 39 3.45 1.87 40
Perfetti Test 0.95 2.25 39 2.03 3.00 40-
Perfetti Words 0.74 1.55 39 1.83 2.42 40
Perfetti Nwords 0.21 0.80 39 0.23 0.77 40
Yopp-Singer Test 0.85 3.17 39 4.78 7.13 40
Rosner Test 5.85 2.23 39 4.60 1.90 40
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Table 3.2 Means and standard deviations for the English and Afrikaans
Grade 1 }J "mples on each task
English Afrikaans
M SO n M SD n
Ravens 18.44 4.57 50 22.03 5.73 40
Letter Sounds 45.88 5.78 50 45.23 2.86 40
Letter Names 33.30 15.77 50 39.2 12.16 40
Reading Test 6.10 5.44 50 16.17 3.11 40
Reading Words 3.38 2.91 50 8.20 1.68 40
Reading Nwrds 2.72 2.69 50 7.98 1.64 40
Oral Repetition 34.42 3.02 50 38.05 2.40 40
Bradley & Bryant 15.66 7.04 50 16.90 5.67 40
Initial Sound 5.46 3.01 50 6.00 2.24 40
Middle Sound 4.84 2.68 50 5.75 2.27 40
End Sound 5.32 2.56 50 5.15 2.35 40
Perfetti Test 9,74 2.66 50 11.45 0.82 40
Perfetti Words 6.20 1.91 50 7.83 0.45 40
Perfetti Nwords 3,52 0.97 50 3.63 0.74 40
Yopp-Slnger Test 17.30 4.40 50 20.05 2.08 40
Rosner Test 9.42 3.90 50 10.50 3.06 40-
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Table 3.3 Means and standard deviations for the English and Afrikaans
Grade 2 samples on each task
English Afrikaans
M SD n M SD n
Ravens 21.69 4.84 42 23.78 4.74 37
Letter Sounds 48.71 3.42 42 47.3 3.7 37
Letter Names 49.95 2.46 42 47.7 5.95 37
-r---
Reading Test 14.48 3.4 42 18.08 2.14 37
Reading Words 8.67 1.60 42 9.08 1.09 37
Reading Nwrds 5.81 2.27 42 9.00 1.43 ~7
Oral Repetition 36.60 2.03 42 37.00 1.47 37
Bradley & Bryant 24.45 4.06 42 23.92 4.64 37
Initial Sound 8.86 1.54 42 8.05 1.62 37
Middle Sound 8.iO 1.82 42 8.12 1.75 37
End Sound 7.52 1.99 42 7.76 1.92 37
Perfetti Test 10.93 1.26 42 '11.6 0.83 37
Perfetti Words 7.24 0.98 42 8.00 0.00 37
Perfetti Nwords 3.64 0.69 42 3.60 0.83 37
Yopp-Singer Test 15.36 4.08 42 21.11 1.24 37
r-.1osnerTest 1'1.62 1.9 42 12.19 1,78 37-
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3.2. Differences within each Group
Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted within each language
group in order to determine whether the improvement in performance from
grade 0 to 2 was significant. The results for the English and Afrikaans
samples are shown in tables 3.4 and 3.5 respectively.
Table 3.4 Analyses of Variance between all Englisb grades
I Dependent Variable -df F ..-
Havens Coloured Progressive Matrices 2 29.96**
Letter Sounds 2 173.49**
Letter Names 2 59.18**-
Oral Repetition of Nonwords 2 11.94**
Reading Test Total 2 143.22**
Reading Words 2 191.2E**
Reading Nonwords 2 77.67**
Bradley and Bryant Test Total 2 60.11**
Bradley and Bryant Initial Sound 2 54.07**-
Bradley and Bryant Middle Sound 2 36.48**
Bradley and Bryant End Bound 2 34.76**
Perfetti Test Total 2 257.84**
Perfetti Words 2 204.57**
Perfetti Nonwords 2 220.39**
Yopp-Singer Test 2 213.31**
Rosner Test 2 40.51**
** p < 0.0001 * p < 0.01
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Bonferroni's test was conducted as a post hoc measure in order to
determine where the differences lay. Bonferroni's ordering revealed
significant differences between all English grades on all variables, with the
exception of the following: between grades 1 and 2 on Yopp-Singer's test,
Perfetti nonwords and letter sound awareness, and between grades 0 and
1 on oral repetition of nonwords and Bradley and Bryant's categorisation of
middle sounds.
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Table 3.5 Analyses of Variance between all Afrikaans grades
Dependent Variable df F
Ravens Coloured Progressive Matrices 2 7.04*
Letter Sounds 2 158.38**
Letter Names 2 228.70**
Oral Repetition of Nonwords 2 16.52**
Reading Test Total 2 625.28**
Reading Words 2 516.79**
Reading Nonwords 2 490.29**
Bradley and Bryant Test Total 2 49.52**
Bradley and Bryant Initial Sound 2 24.88**
Bradley and Bryant Middle Sound 2 39.13**
Bradley and Bryant End Sound 12 42.43**
Perfeiti Test Total 2 336.71**
Perfetti Words 2 235.94**
Perfetti Nonwords 2 248.28**
Yopp-Singer Test 2 169.82**
Rosner Test 2 113.83**
** p < 0.0001 * p < 0.01
Bonferroni's ordering revealed significant differences between the Afrikaans
grades on all variables, except the following: between grades 1 and 2 on
Yopp-Slnqer's test, Perfetti's test (words and nonwords), letter sounds,
Ravens and oral repetition of nonwords, and between grades a and 1 on the
Ravens.
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Multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs) were conducted within each
language group and grade in order to determine whether there were
significant differences in performance on the phonological awareness tests.
Further matched pairs t tests were administered to reveal where the
differences lay. The results are shown in tables 3.6 and 3.7 below.
Table 3.6 Multivariate Analyses of Variance within each grade and
language group, comparing phonological awareness tests
~ng'ish Afrikaans
Grade F df F df
a 51.51** 3 15.37** 3
1 14.62** 3 56.67** 3
2 14.62** 3 28.65*" 3
•." p < 0.0001
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Table 3.7 Matched pairs t tests between the phonological awareness
tests within each grade and language group
Eng Afr
Grade PA Tests t t
0 Perfetti vs Bradk P... Bryant -7.29** -6.41**
Perfetti vs Yopp-Singer ns ns
Perfetti vs Rosner -7.65** -4.00*
Orad & Bryant vs Yopp-Singer 11.29** 4.48**
Bradley & Bryant vs Rosner ns 4.97**
Yopp-Singer vs Rosner -11.22** ns
1 Perfetti vs Bradley & Bryant 6.59** 12.30**
Perfetti vs Yopp-Singer ns ns
Perfetti vs Rosner 4.01* 7.90**
Brad & Bryant vs Yopp-Singer -5.49** -9.06**
Bradley & Bryant vs Rosner ns -4.18**
Yopp-Singer vs Rosner ns 5.62**
'2 Perfetti vs Bradley & Bryant 3.15* 6.96**
Perfetti vs Yopp-Singer 5.43** ns
Perfetti vs Rosner 4.94** 8.09**
Brad & Bryant vs Yopp-Singer ns -5.96**
Bradley & Bryant vs Rosner ns ns
Yopp-Singer vs Rosner ns 7.51**
** p < 0.0001 * p < 0.01
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3.3. Differences between the Groups
Differences oetween the English and Afrikaans groups on the variables were
investigated by means of ANOVAs. Gender and language of instruction
were entered as independent variabies, and scores on the Ravens, the tests
of letter knowledge and oral repetition of nonwords were entered as the
dependent variables. No significant differences were found between the
performance of males and females on any of the screening tests or
phonological awareness tests. The ANOVAs were then rerun with language
of instruction as the only independent variable and the results are indicated
below in Table 3.8.
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Table 3.8 Analyses of Variance between English and Afrikaans
samples
Grade Dependent Variable df F
Ravens Coloured Progressive Matrices 1 53.76**
0 Letter Sounds 1 ns
Letter Names 1 11.43*
Oral Repetition of Nonworde 1 ".19*
Ravens Coloured Progressive Matrices 1 7.71*
1 Letter Sounds 1 ns
Letter Names 1 ns
Oral Repetition of Nonwords 1 36.61**
Ravens Coloured Progressive Matrices 1 ns
2 Letter Sounds 1 ns
Letter Names 1 ns-
Oral Repetition of Nonwords 1 ns
** p < 0.0001 * p < 0.01
The next step was to determine whether the English and Afrikaans groups
differed significantly on the tests of phonological awareness and reading.
Where significant differences had been found between the groups on the
independent variables (RCPM, letter knowledge and oral repetition of
nonwords) in the previous analysis (see table 3.8 above), analyses of
covariance (ANCOVAs) were run, with the variables on which the groups
differed entered as covariates in the analysis. This was done in order to
make the groups more equivalent before comparing their performance on
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the phonological and reading tests. Ail the grade 2 level, no significant
differences were found between the! two language groups on the
independent variables (Ravens, letter knowledge and oral repetition of
nonwords) and so no covariates were entered into the analysis for this
group. The results of the ANCOVAs are shown in Table 3.9 below. Results
for the reading test are not reported for the grade 0 children, as this test was
not administered to them.
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Table 3.9 Analyses of covariance between English and Afrikaans
samples
Grade Covariates Dependent Variable df F
Ravens Bradley and Bryant 1 ns
0 Letter Names Perfetti Test 1 ns
Yopp-Singer Test 1 ns
Oral Repetition
Rosner Test 1 ns
Ravens Reading Test 1 46.77**
Oral Repetition Reading Words 1 34.91 **-
Reading Nonwords 1 51.83**
1
Bradley and Bryant 1 ns
Perfetti Test 1 ns
Yopp-Singer Test 1 \ ",S
Rosner Test 1 ns
None Reading Test 1 31.57**
Reading Words 1 ns
Re2ding Nonwords 1 54.40**
2
Bradley and Bryant 1 ns
Perfetti Test 1 7.37*
Perfetti Words 1 21.56**
Perfetti Nonwords 1 ns
Yopp-Singer Test 70.97**
Rosner Test 11 ns
** p < 0.0001 * p < 0.01
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3.4. Correlational Analyses
In order to examine which variables were related, Pearson Product Moment
correlations were run. Since correlations for the combined sample of English
and Afrikaans children are not likely to be a faithful representation of the
situation as they may change the value of the correlation ccefflcient, these
are reported separately for each language group. The correlation
coefficients (and their probabilities) among all of the variables are displayed
in Tables 3.10, 3.11 and 3. '12 for each grade. Correlations for the English
children are reported above the diagonal and correlations for the Afrikaans
children are reported below the diagonal (in the shaded area). Significant
correlations are indicated in the tables.
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Table 3.10 Correlations between each task for the Engli3h and Afrikaans Grade 0 samples
Ra LS LN OR B B P YS R
Ra 0.44' •.5 ns 0.63" ns ns 0.40·
LS os 0.76"' 0.53' 0.55' 0.43' 0.48' 0.65"
f----- -
LN ns 0.53* ns 0.49' 0.45' 0.39' 0.59"
OR ns ns ns ns ns ns ns
B 8 ns 0.64 .. ., 0.67'" 0.40" 0.42' 0.42' 0.40'
P £IS 0;54*' 0.44* 'ns ns 0.6d'· 0.42'
YS ns 0.50· 0.54'- ns 0.40· 0.81** 0.41'
R ns 0:54~ 0.60** ns 0.54' 0.40" 0.56*
Table 3.11 Correlations between each task for the English and Afrikaans Grade 1 samples
Ra LS LN Re OR B B P YS R
Ra 0.42' 0.36' 0.36' 0.36' 0.46' ns ns ns
LS .,XI~ 0.48' 0.52*' 0.35' 0.46' 0.54" ns 0.42'
LN <;:,.. .' '.r< 0.66" 0.45' 0.57" 0.46' ns 0.51':"1'1 ,~)
.]ij~:.',:;;,;.~~;.""l,o.1~f,·
~
Re O.4S' 0.61" 0.50' ns 0.67"
OR >.·'·[\s\·',·,·••.ris .••·' .·.'·,·.n~'. ns···.···, 0.41' 0.45' ns 0.43'
B 8 0.42" ns '115 ns ns 0.50' ns 0,61"
p ~s rys, 1 .: £15 -.. ns. ", . !'is. ns 0.52" 0.52"
YS .'.' .i.":' JlS, i, ' ,<" . ' ;fis .... , ns 0.40'-ns .
"
£IS £IS
R ,OM· £IS "£15 .: ns ns 0.49" £IS £IS
.* p < 0.0001
<p < 0.01
Refer to key over page
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Table 3.12 Correlations between each task for the English and Afrikaans Grade 2 samples
Ra LS LN )..~: OR B B P YS R
Ra ns ns Ins ns ns ns 0.47' ns
LS ns ns 0.37' ns 0.44" ns ns ns
LN ns 0.48' ns ns 0.56" ns ns ns
Re ns ns ns ns ns ns ns 0.63-J
OR ns os !is ns ns n3 ns ~dB B ns .. ns ns ns ns ns ns ns
p os os 0.6a"* ns ns ns ns ns
YS .. -: 0.44· =:jliS ns ns ns ns ns"R ns .:' ns ns I1S ns ns ns ns
•• p < 0.0001
* p < 0.01
Key:
Ra= Ravens B B = Bradley and Bryant
L S = Letter Sounds P = Perfetti
L N = Letter Names
Re = Reading R = Rosner
o R = Oral Repetition of Nonwords
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: .5. Stepwise Multiple Regression
Stepwise multiple regression analyses were conducted on the data in order
to, firstly, determine the collective and separate effects of the phonological
awareness tests, nonverbal lo, letter knowledge and phonological memo-
on reading ability, and secondly, the effects of reading ability, nonverballQ,
letter knowledge and phonological memory in accounting for the variance
observed in the phonological awareness tests, The variables were entered
one at a time into the equation in orderto deterrnlu : the relative contribution
of each in accounting for the variance in reading ability or a particular
phonological awareness test. Stepwise analysis determines the contribution
of each predictor already in the equation if it were to enter last. Therefore,
it is possible to identify predictors that were considered to be good at an
earlier stage, but Which have lost th"lr usefulness when an additional
predictor is brought into the equation, and may therefore be removed from
it. The analyses were run separately for each grade and language group.
The predictor variables in the first instance were the scores on the measures
of phonological awareness, nonverballQ, letter Imowledge and phonological
memory.with the reading test as the criterion variable, In the second
instance, the predictor variables were reading ability, nonverbal IQ, letter
knowledge and phonological memory, with scores on each phonological
awareness test as the criterion variable.
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The first set of stepwise regression analyses, run in order to determine
which variables were significant predictors of reading ability (words and
nonwords together and separately) for the grade 1 and 2 English and
Afrikaans children, are shown in Tables 3.13 and 3.14.
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Table 3.13 Stepwise multiple regression analysis to determine the
predictors of reading ability for the English and Afrikaans
Grade 1 samples
Dep Indep Eng Eng Eng Afr Afr Afr
Variable Variable Llr r F Llr r F.
Reading Rosner 0.45 0.45 38.75* - - ns
"
Letter Naming 0.13 0.58 15.32" 0.23 0.23 11.26·
Reading W Rosner 0.45 0.45 40.00· - - ns.
Letter Naming 0.14 0.59 15.92' 0.27 0.27 14.22"
Reading Nw Rosner 0.39 0.39 30.16· - - ns
*
Letter Naming 0.11 0.50 11.16* 0.14 0.14 6.09*
** p < 0.0001 * p < 0.01
Since letter naming ability and Rosner's test were significantly correlated
with most of the other tasks in the English sample, the regression analysis
was rerun orniu.nq these two tasks as predictor variables in order to
determine whether any of the other tasks could serve as predictors of
reading ability. When this was done, none of the other tasks emerged as
significant predictors of reading for the English- or Afrlkaans-speakinq
children.
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Table 3.14 Stepwise multiple regression analysis to determine the
predictors of reading ability for the English and Afrikaans Grade 2
samples
Dep Indep Eng Eng Eng Afr Afr Afr
Variable Variable t..r2 r2 F t..r r2 F
Reading Rosner 0.39 0.39 25.85- - - Ns
•
Perfetti et al, - - Ns 0.15 0.15 6.41"
Reading W Rosner 0.19 0.19 9.49- - - Ns
Bradley & Bryant - - Ns 0.16 0.16 6.55'
Reading Nw Rosner 0.40 0.40 26.16- - - Ns
*
Letter Naming - - N$ 0.17 0.17 7.23*
** p < 0.0001 * p < 0.01
When Rosner's test and letter name knowledge were omitted from the
regression equation as predictors, no other tasks emerged as significant
predictors of reading ability for the English or Afrikaans grade 2 children.
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Further stepwise regression analyses were run in order to determine which
variables served as significant prec::ctors of success on each of the
phonological awareness tests The results of the regression analyses are
shown in tables 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 for the grade 0, 1 and 2 children
respectively.
Table 3.15 Stepwise multiple regression analysis to determine the
predlctors of phonological awareness for the English and Afrikaans
Grade 0 samples
Oep Indep Eng Eng Eng Afr Afr Afr
Variable Variable .6.,-2 r2 F Af f F
B & Bryant Ravens CPM 0.40 0.40 24.72* - - Ns
*
Letter Naming 0.12 0.52 9.29* 0.45 0.45 30.80*
*
Letter sounds - - Ns 0.11 0.56 9.35'
Perfetti Letter Naming 0.20 0.20 9.54' - - Ns
Letter Sounds - - Ns 0.29 0.29 15.68·
• "I
Y-Singer Letter Sounds 0.23 0.23 10.95' - - Ns
Letter Naming - - Ns 0.29 0.29 15.55'
*
Rosner Letter Sounds 0.42 0.42 26.85" - - Nr,
Letter Naming - - Ns 0.35 0.35 20.88"
*
•• p < 0,0001 * p < 0,01
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Table 3.16 Stepwise multiple regression analysis to determine the
predictors of phonological awareness for the English and Afrikaans
Grade 1 samples
Dep lndep Eng Eng Eng F Afr Afr Afr
Variable Variable 6.r2 r2 r 6.r F
B & Bryant Reading 0.38 0.38 28.96*' - - Ns
Ravens CPM 0.07 0.44 5.'" 0.18 0.18 1.08"-r-'
Perfetti Letter Sounds 0.28 029 19..•._ ' - - Ns
Y-Singer Oral Repetition 0.10 0.10 5.07- - - Ns
Rosner Reading 0.45 0.45 38.75*- - - Ns
1 Ravens CPM 1- 1- 1 0.20 1 0.20 1 9.22* I
Table 3.17 Stepwise multiple regression analysis to determine the
predictors of phonological awareness for t'cleEnglish and Afrikaans
Grade 2 samples
Dep !ndep Eng Eng Eng Afr Afr Afr
Variable Variable 6.r r2 F l>r r F
B & Bryant Letter Naming 0.32 0.32 18.63" - - Ns
*
Letter Sounds 0.11 0.43 7.24" - - Ns
Perfetti Ravens CPM 0.12 0.12 5.56" - - Ns
Letter Naming - - Ns 0.40 0.40 23.24
Y-Slnger Ravens 0.23 0.23 11.61 " - - Ns
Oral Repetition - - Ns 0.19 0.19 8.43"
Rosner Reading 0.39 0.39 25.86" - - Ns
"
.- p < 0.0001 - p < 0.01
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Cross-linguistic Hypothesis
The primary aim of this study was to investigate the effect of depth of
orthography on the development of phonological awareness and reading. It
was hypothesised that there would be a difference between speakers of the
transparent Afrikaans language and speakers of the opaque English
language in their performance on the phonological awareness and reading
tasks. This hypothesis was only partially substantiated by this study.
The initial levels of phonological awareness were approximately the same
for the English and Afrikaans children. No significan+ differences were found
between the language groups in grade 0, even when nonverbal intelligence,
letter naming ability and oral repetition of nonwords were held constant (see
Table 3.9). It appears that depth of orthography does not influence
phonological awareness prior to formal reading instruction. It is possible that
the phonological awareness tasks may have proved too difficult for the
grade a children, since performance was below chance on all tasks for both
English and Afrikaans groups. Reading was not assessed in the grade a
children.
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The grade 1 English and Afrikaans children had approximately the same
levels of phonological awareness as their performance did not differ
significantly on any of the phonological awarer ,''''s tests. Despite this
equivalence, the Afrikaans children were signifivi;lntly better at reading
words and nonwords than their English peers even when nonverbal
intelligence and o.al repetition of nonwords were held constant (refer to
Table 3.9). This suggests that, once formal reading instruction has begun,
depth of orthography makes no difference to performance on the
phonological awareness tests, but" does influence reading ability, with
children who speak a transparent language reading more successfully than
speakers of an opaque language. This supports the findings of Treiman
(1992b), Cossu et al, (1988), Kyostio (1980) and Downing (1972) that
learning to read in a transparent writing system facilitates the acquisition of
literacy. Findings from the current study also indicate that phonological
awareness is not a necessary condition in order to begin reading adequately
in Afrikaans. This is supported by the correlation analyses, which indicate no
relationship between reading and any of the phonological awareness tests
for the Afrikaans grade 1 children (see Table 3.11). Consequently, none of
the phonological awareness tests emerged as predictors of reading ability
in Afrikaans in grade 1.
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Since the Afrikaans children in grade 1 showed no significant differences
Ibetween their reading of words and nonwords, were significantly better at
reading words (F=34.91; p < 0.0001) and nonwords (F=51.83, p < 0.0001)
than the English children of the same agA, and made predominantly
phonological errors when reading words and nonwords, it may be concluded
that they were making more use of a phonics strategy to read both type of
items than the English children. This strategy enabled the Afrikaans children
to read the regular Afrikaans words adequately, although they did not
possess high levels of phonological awareness. The English speaking
children, on tho other hand, appeared to start reading using a predominantly
visual strategy. Evidence in support of this is that many of tile English
children in grades 1 and 2 experienced difficulty in deriving acceptable
pronunciations for the nonwords, Furthermore, their errors in reading words
and nonwords tended to be real words or visually similar words, for example
"money" read as "monkey" and "doney" read as "donkey". Where nonwords
were read correctly by the English children, 92 percent were read by analogy
to regular words. Since they were able to read some nonwords, it appears
that some of the English children may have been using a phonics strategy.
None-the-less, these children were not as skilled at using phonics as the
Afril<aans children, who appeared to use it as their only reading strategy and
were more successful with the Afrikaans words (which can easily be
sounded out) and nonwords.
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By grade 2, differences occurred between the language groups on some of
the phonological awareness tests. The English and Afrikaans grade 2
children did not differ significantly from one another in terms of their
nonverbal intelligence, letter knowledge or phonological memories (refer to
Table 3.8). However, significant differences were found between the
English and Afrikaans children on Yopp-Singer's phoneme segmentation
test (F = 70.97; P < 0.0001) and on blending words in Perfetti's test (F =
21.56; P < 0.0001). with the Afrikaans group outperforming the English group
on both tasks. These tests both tap skills related to the use of phonics
(blending phonemes into words and segmenting words into phonemes).
The Afrikaans children, in their second year of using a phonics strategy for
reading, had become more skilled at this approach than the English children.
Subsequently, the Afrikaans children were also significantly better at reading
nonwords (F = 54.40; P < 0.0001) than their English counterparts. The
English children, however, had by this stage developed word recognition
units for the words presented in the reading test and were as good at
reading words as the Afrikaans childrer .. It appears that the English children
in this grade were still relying predominantly on a visual approach for
reading, hence their significantly Jetter reading of words than nonwords (t
= 9.40; P < 0.0001). So, as... 'J children become more competent readers,
orthography seems to i: .1< ... '8nce performance on the blending of phonemes
into words and the segmentation of words into phonemes, as well as the
reading of nonwords, with speakers of a transparent language performing
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at a higher level than speakers of an opaque language. An error analysis of
the items in Perfettis' blending test revealed that both the English and
Afrikaans children had difficulty with the concept of nonwords in this test and
tended to attempt to form real words on the nonword blending section of this
test. This may account for the lack of any significant difference between the
language groups on this part of Perfetti's test. The English and Afrikaans
children were able to manage all of the syllable manipulation items and
several of the phoneme manipulation items in Rosner's test. This test, with
its combination of syllable and phoneme manipulation, may be regarded as
tapping both visual and phonics strategies.
Fowler (1991) suggests that, prior to the age of seven, the child's
phonological lexicon has not reached the level of maturity necessary to
perform tasks such as phoneme segmentation. If this is true, the results of
this study indicate that tnt:) Afrikaans childrens' phonological systems mature
earlier than the Enr" ,E 3', since the former were significantly better
at phoneme arion than the fatter. This is possibly due to the
transparency .Ie language spoken by the Afrikaans children and ties up
whr. Wimmer and Hummer's (1990) findings that speakers of transparent
languages such 208 German appear to start off reading in a an alphabetic
stage using a nonlexicaf strategy of grapheme-phoneme conversion. English
beginner readers appear to start reading by using a fogographic strategy of
visual word recognitior. The use of the different strategies by speakers of
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the different languages would lead to their phonological systems maturing
at different rates. in addition, Tunmer and Nesdale (1985) found that all
children who were able to read nonwords c, uld also perform phonemic
segmentation, showing that both tasks are related to the use of a nonlexical
strategy.
4.2. Predictors of Reading Ability
The second objective of this study was to examine which variables were
correlated with and predicted reading ability, It was hypothesised that the
phonological awareness tests would be correlated with and predict success
on the reading test for both the English and Afrikaans children. Whi!e this
hypothesis was not found to be true for all age groups, the correlatlon ana
reqresslon analyses did provide further support for the use of different
reading strategies by the different language groups.
4.2.1. Predictors of Reading in English
Within the grade 1 English sample, reading was correlated with all of the
phonological awareness tests, except Yopp-Singer's test of phoneme
segmentation. Rosner's test emerged as the strongest predictor of word (F
::::40.00; p < 0.0001) and nonword (F = 30.16; P < 0.0001) readirg for these
children. Letter naming also predicted the reading of words (F = 15.92, p<
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o 01) and nonwords (F = 11,16, P < 0.01) for these children. Adams (1990)
found that letter knowledge (letter sounds and letter names) is one of the
strongest predictors of English-speaking children's success at reading. The
English cbildren seem to be using a strategy related to Rosner's test as well
as some phonics (as indicated by letter name awareness) in order to read
these items. When these childrens' errors on Rosner's tests were
examined, it was found that the majority managed the analysis of the two-
syllable, compound words into syllables, but were unsuccessful with the
phoneme maoipulation aspects of this test. An awareness of larger chunks
such as syllables or onsets and rimes, is said to be related to the use of a
visual strategy (Wimmer & Hummer, 1990). The English grade 1 children
were relying predominantly on a visual strategy in order to read both wor rs
and ncnwords, although some attempts were also made at sounding out the
items. This accounts for the significant difference found between the
language groups at reading words in grade 1 (F = 34.91; P < O.0001) with
the Afrikaans children faring significantly better than their English peers. As
most of the words were unfamiliar to the English children, they were unable
to use a visual strategy to read them, since they had no word recognition
units in their lexicons for these words, Attempts at sounding the words out
did not always work, because some of the words were irregular and many
of the English children were not proficient with a phonics strategy. This
resulted in poor reading performance for these children. Although the words
were also unfamiliar to the Afrikaans children, they could none-the-less read
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them successfully through grapheme-phoneme conversion, and hence
obtained higher scores on this task than the English children. By grade 2
Rosner's test was the only predictor of reading words (F = 9,49; P < 0.01)
and nonwords (F = 26,16; P < 0.0001). This test includes items that tap both
a visual and a phonics strategy.
Bradley and Bryant's sound categorisation task has been consistently shown
to predict early reading ability in English (Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Kirtley,
Bryant, Maclean & Bradley, 1989;' Bradley & Bryant, 1985). It did not,
however, emerge as a predictor of reading in this sample. This is because
it was used to predict present reading ability, whereas Bradley and Bryant
(1983) used it to predict later reading ability over a period of four years
after their study was initiated. Thus, a follow-up "f the current study should
reveal high currelations between the children's scores attained in this study
on Bradley and Bryant's task and their reading ability in a few years' time.
4.2.2. Predictors of Reading in Afrikaans
letter name awareness was correlated with reading ability (r = 0.48; P <
0.01) for the Afrikaans grade 1 children and emerged as the only predictor
of word (F = 14.22; P < 0.01) and nonword (F = 6.09; P < 0.01) reading for
these children. While the English children in grade 1 were also using ar.
awareness of letter names to read words and nonwards, letter name
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awareness was a stronger predictor of reading in Afrikaans than in English.
Letter name knowledge accounted for 27% and 14% of the variance in word
and nonword reading respectively in Afrikaans and only 14% and 11% for
the same items in English. The results of this study reveal that knowledge
of letter names is initially useful for reading previously unencountered words
in Afrikaans and, albeit to a lesser extent, in English. Letter name knowledge
helps beginner readers to discover grapheme-phoneme correspondences,
because the names of most fetters contain the phoneme to which the letter
normally refers. Tunrner (1994), however, found that children need a
minimal level of phonological awareness before any benefit could be derived
from letter name knowledge. Stahl and Murray (1994) proposed that
knowledge of letter names interacts with phonological awareness such that
only children who can segment phonemes will benefit from letter name
knowledge. Tunrner (1994) suggests that whether children learn to
associate the sound "buh" or the name "bee" or both with the letter b, they
must still segment the sound or name to make the connection between the
letter b and the phoneme Ib/. A significant correlation between phoneme
segmentation and letter naming was found for the English (I' = 0.39, P <
0.01) and Afrikaans (r = 0.54, P < 0.01) grade 0 children in the current study.
An interesting change occurred from grade 1 to grade 2 in the predictive
relationship of letter naming for reading achievement for the Afrikaans
children. While letter naming was the only predictor of reading words and
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nonwords for the grade 1 children, it was only related to reading nonwords
in grade 2 (1== 7.23; P < 0.01). Bradley and Bryant's test emerged as the
only predictor of word reading for these children (F=6.55; p < 0.01). This task
is commonly viewed as an onset/rime task (Kirtley, Bryant, Maclean &
Bradley, 1989), Thus, the Afrikaans children appeared to be using onset
and rime analogies for word reading in grade 2, but not in grade 1, where
they used their knowled.je of letter names to read words, This finding is
supported by Wimmer, Landerl and Schneider (1994), who found that onset
and rime awareness is not important for the initial stages of learning to read
in German, since pronunciations for new words can be assembled via
grapheme-phoneme translation and blending (hence letter naming as a
predictor of initial word reading for Afrikaans children). As the German
children became more skilled readers, onset and rime analogies became
progressively more important for the later phases of reading, when reading
success depends on mental representations for written words. Such mental
representations may be more easily established when graphemes are
grouped and connected to larger phonological segments such as onsets and
rimes. Thus, by grade 2, the Afrikaans children, like thelr German
counterparts, were beginning to use a visual strategy f.':>reading words and
were no longer solely reliant on sounding out words.
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4.2.3. Correlations between the Phonological Awareness Tests in the
English Sample
The correlations feu: Id between the phonological awareness tests support
most of the findings mentioned in the sections above. Within the English
sample, in grade 0, all of the phonological awareness tests were correlated
with one another (see Table 3.10). These children had not yet started
reading, and thus one reading strategy had not yet begun to dominate. At
this stage, the phonological awareness tests had some overlap in what they
were measuring, possibly a general awareness of sounds in words and
nonwords, At the grade 1 level, the phonoloqlcal awareness tests remained
intercorrelated, with the exception of Brad\ey and Bryant's task and Yopp-
Singer's seqrr. ~ntation test, which were no longer correlated with one
another (refer to Table 3.11). Bradley and Bryant's task, Rosner's test and
Perfetti's test, which were intercorrelated, were all also correlated with the
oral repetition of nonwords test, whereas Yopp-Singer's test was not. Thus,
the former three tests appear to involve the use of phonological memory,
While the latter task does not.
The correlation between Rosner's test, Perfetti's test and Yopp-Sinqer's test
can be accounted for by their all possessing items which involved the
manipulation, deletion or segmentation of phonemes, whereas Bradley and
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have items which tap the use of a phonics strategy, while Bradley and
Bryant's test is related to the use of a visual strategy. By grade 2, there were
no correlations between any of the phonological awareness tests within the
English sample (see Table 3.12). The tests now each measured a different,
unrelated skill.
4.2.4. Correlations between the Phonological AWareness Tests in the
Afrikaans Sample
Findings within the Afrikaans sample show a similar pattern to the English
group. In grade 0, all Of the phonoiogical awareness tests were
intercorrelated with the exception of Bradley and Bryant's and Perfetti's tests
(refer to Table 3.10). The similarity between the correlated tests was not
connected to the use of phonological memory, as in the English sample,
because not all of the tasks were correlated with the oral repetition of
nonwords test. Rather, the similarity between the tests seems to be that
Bradley and Bryant's test, Rosner's test and Yopp-Singer's test all possess
only real word items, whereas Perfetti's test alone included nonword items.
The relationship between Rosner's test, Perfetti's test and Yopp-Singer's test
may be accounted for, as with the English sample, by the inclusion in all
three tests of items which involve phoneme manlpulatlcn of some sort. By
grade 1, only Bradley and Bryant's and Rosner's tests were correlated (see
Table 3.11), and the overlap may be that they both use items which tap a
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visual strategy (syllable manipulation and onset/rime detection), whereas
Perfetti and Yopp-Singer's tests related to different aspects of a phonics
strategy (blending and segmentation). As with the English sample, there
were no correlations between any of the phonological awareness tests in
grade 2 (refer to Table 3.12). Each test appeared to be measuring a
different skill at this staqe. These findings support suggestions by Seymour
and Evans (1994), Duncan, Seymour and Hill (In press), Goswami (1993)
and Ehri (1992) that phonological awareness is not just a single skill, but has
many facets to it, each relating to different stages (or strategies) of reading
development.
4.3. Predictors of Phonological Awareness
The third objective of this study was to examine the variables that predicted
success on the phonological awareness tests. It was hypothesised that letter
sound and name awareness, as well as phonological memory, would be
correlated with and predict performance on the phonological awareness
tests for both the English and Afrikaans samples. Short-term phonological
memory has been positively correlated with phonological awareness
(McBride-Chang, 1995). Since short-term memory depends on the ability to
gain access to phonological structure and to use it to hold linguistic
information (Conrad, 1964; Liberman, Mattingly & Turvey, 1972), it would be
expected that children who have poor short-term memories will experience
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difficulty with phonological awareness. Research confirms that young
children who are poor readers have trouble holding verbal information in
sho-t-term memory (Liberman & Shankweiler, 1985; Wagner & Torgesen,
1987). Studies that have examined the recall of nonlinguistic information
such as unfamiliar faces, nonsense drawings or abstract designs, reveal no
differences between good and poor readers (Liberman, Mann, Shankweiler
& Werfetman, 1982). Thus, it is primarily those cases where the material to
be remembered is a spoken stimulus that distinguishes good and poor
beginner readers. Children with poor'reading ability have been shown to be
weaker at repeating nonwords than younger normal readers of the same
reading ability (Snowling, 1981). The unexpected finding that poor readers
have difficulty with a language task that does not even involve processing
print has since been demonstrated several times (Brady, Mann & Schmidt,
1987; Brady, Poggie & Rapala, 1989; Brady, Shankweiler & Mann, 1983).
Tasks involving the oral repetition of nonwords require the temporary
storage of an unfamiliar phonological sequence. Since children are
constantly exposed to unfamiliar words which they attempt to imitate, the
task of repeating single nonwords is appropriate as an assessment of the
learning of the phonological form of new words (Oathercole et al., 1994),
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The results of the current study revealed that letter knowledge and
phonological memory did not consistently arise as predictors of performance
on each of the phonological awareness tests. Different predictors emerged
for the various phonological awareness tests used in this study because, as
with any task of cognitive performance, the phonological awareness tasks
each make different task-specific cognitive demands, and appear to be
tapping different skills. So, different predictors emerged for the same
phonological awareness tests in the English and Afrikaans samples.
4.3.1. Predictors of Phonological Awareness in English
In the English grades 0 and 1 samples, letter naming ability or tetter sound
awareness frequently emerged as a predictor of success on the four
phonological awareness tasks (see Tables 3.15 and 3.16). Letter sound
awareness was correlated with both letter naming ability and with the oral
repetition of nonwords test in grade 0 and grade 1. Where other variables
such as the RCPM and the reading test arose as predictors of performance
on the phonological awareness tests (as was the case for Bradley and
Bryant's and Rosner's tests in grade i), these variables were found to be
correlated with both tests of letter knowledge as well as with the oral
repetition of nonwords test. The predictor variables, letter knowledge and
phonological memory, had thus already accounted for the variance provided
by the RCPM and the reading test and for this reason the latter two did not
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emerge as predictors of phonological awareness in the regression analysis.
So, letter knowledge and phonological memory were both found to be
related to successful performance on each of the pho: , "1icalawareness
tests for the English children in grades 0 and 1.
By grade 2, letter naming ability and letter sound awareness, which were
uncorrelated, only predicted success on Bradley and Bryant's test (see
Table 3.17). The reading test, which was correlated with letter sound
awareness, predicted performance' on Rosner's test, and RCPM test
predicted performar ' Perfetti's test. There were no predictors of
performance on Yopp-Singer's test. This indicates that letter knowledge
becomes less important for the phonological awareness tests in grade 2,
possibly due to the increased competence with and reliance on a x.sual
strategy. Phonological memory does not appear to be related to any of the
phonological awareness tests at this stage,
4.3.2. Predictors of Phonological Awareness in Afrikaans
In terms of the Afrikaans sample, in grade 0, letter naming ability or letter
sound awareness also emerged as predictors of performance on ths
phonological awareness tests (refer to table 3.15). Where only one of the
tests of letter knowledge arose as a predictor, it was possibly because it
already accounted for the .ariance provided by the other test of letter
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knowledge, since the two were correlated in the grade 0 sample (see Table
3.10). Oral repetiticn of nonwords did not arise as a predictor of phonological
awareness, nor '" I it correlated with the tests of letter knowledge. In fact,
oral repetition did not predict success on any of the phonological awareness
tests at any age, except for Yopp-Singer's test in grade 2 (see Table 3.17).
The Afrikaans chiidren in grades 0 (F=7.19; P < 0.01) and 1 (F=36.61; P <
0.0001) had significantly better phonological memories than their English
peers, yet there appeared to be no relationship between phonological
memory and phenological awareness for the former children. In grade 1,
nonverbal intelligence (RCPM) predicted performance on Bradley and
Bryant's and Rosner's tests (refer to Table 3.16). This is possibly because
both of these tests are related to the use of a visual strategy, and these
Afrikaans children had not yet developed this strategy. Therefore, only the
more intelligent children were capable of performing the operations
necessary for Bradley and Bryant's and Rosner's tests. There were no
predictors of performance on Perfetti's or Yopp-Singer's tests in grade 1, nor
were there any for Bradley and Bryant's and Rosner's tests in grade 2 (see
Tables 3.16 and 3.17). Some other skill(s), not tapped by the tests used in
this study, may be responsible for determining perfor nance on these tasks.
Letter naming ability, which was correlated with letter sound awareness,
predicted performance on Perfetti's ble.tdinq test in grade 2.
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As t.ypothesised, letter knowledge arose as a predictor of performance on
the phonological awareness tests, but only for the early grades and less so
by grade 2. Oral repetition of nonwords predicted performance on Yopp
Singer's segmentation test in grade 1 for the English children and in grade
2 for the Afrikaans children. This supports research showing that
performance on nonword repetition is related to the ability to perform
phonological segmentation in both poor readers (Snowling, 1981; Snowling
et al., 1986) and in normal readers (Snowling, Chait & Hulme, 1991).
4.4. Development?'! Hypothesis
The final aim of this study WrJS to investigate the developmental pattern of
phonological awarenes j Ii. children who spc ke and were learning to read a
transparent versus 1opaque orthography. it was hypothesised that there
would be a difference with age in performance on the phonological
awareness tasks within the English and Afrikaans samples.
4.4.1. Comparisons across the Age Groups
Within the English sample, significant differences were found between the
grades on most of the phonological awareness tests (refer to Table 3.6),
with performance on these tasks increasing with age. No significant
differences were found between the children in grad-as 0 and 'Ion Bradley
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and Bryant's categorisation of middle sounds and between grades 1 and 2
on Yopp-Sinqer's segmentation test and on the blending of nonwords in
Perfetti's test. This indicates that the English children in grades 1 and 2 were
equally able to segment words into phonemes and blend phonemes into
nonwords (both linked to the use of a phonics strategy). These children
appeared to have relatively undeveloped phonics skills and were relying
predominantly on a visual strategy for reading. Significant differences were
also found between the grades in the Afrikaans sample on most of the
phonological awareness tests, with performance on these tasks improving
with age (refer to table 3.6). No significant differences were found between
the children in grades 1 and 2 on Yopp-Singer's and Perfetti's test, indicating
that these children, like their English peers, were equally able to segment
words into phonemes and blend phonemes into both words and nonwords.
With a few exceptions, the three age groups performed at different levels of
competence on U. phonological awareness tasks in both the Afrikaans- and
English-speaking samples. There appears to be a difference between the
phonological awareness of children who have not yet learned to read and
those who have been exposed to reading instruction, which corroborates
findings by Adams (1990), Goswami and Bryant (,I990} and Wagner and
Torgesen (1987).
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4.4.2. Comparisons within each Age Group
The relative difficulty of each phonological awareness task was examined
in order to determine the developmental progression for each language
group. Figure 4.1 shows the average percentage of correct responses
obtained by the English and Afrikaans grade a children separately on each
phonological awareness task. Both the English- and Afrikaans-speaking
grade a children achieved significantly higher scores on Rasner's syllable
and phoneme manipulation task and Bradley and Bryant's onset/rime task
than on Perfetti's phoneme blending and Yopp-Singer's phoneme
segmentation tasks (see Table 3.7). The English grade 0 children found
Bradley and ryant's and Rosner's tests equally difficult, while the Afrikaans
children in grade a performed significantly better on Bradley and Bryant's
task than on Rosner's task (t = 4.97, P < 0.0001). An error analysis revealed
that, on Rosner's test, both the English and Afrikaans children were able to
perform the syllable manipulation aspect of this test, but not the phoneme
manipulation part. This confirms the findings of Morais et al. (1986) that
prereaders tend to be better at judging rhyme (e.g. Bradley and Bryant's
task) and manipulating syllables (e.g. Rosner's test) than at manipulating
phonemic segments (e.g. Perfetti et al. and Yopp-Singer's tasks). Seymour
and Evans (1994) also found that English-speaking preschoolers (4 year
olds) attempted rhyme production and alliteration production tasks, but
blending and segmentation tasks were beyond their capabilities.
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The English Grade 0 (mean age = 5.86 years) children fared better on
Perfetti's blending task than on Yopp-Singer's segmentation task. However,
this difference was not statistically significant. Similarly, Seymour and Evans
(1994) found that Primary 1 (5 year old) children performed better on a
blending task than on a segmentation task. The reverse was found for the
Afrikaans grade 0 children, who were better at Yopp-Singer's task than
Perfetti's task, but also not significantly so. By Primary 2 (6 years old), the
children in Seymour and Evans' study improved considerably on both the
blending and segmentation tasks. in the present study, the results of an
ANOVA and post hoc tests (refer to Tables 3.4 and 3.5) also reveal
statistically significant improvements from grade 0 to grade 1 for both the
English and Afrikaans children in the present study on Perfetti's blending
task and Yopp-Singer's segmentation task. The pattern shown by the
grade 0 English and Afrikaans children mirrors that found by Treiman and
Zukowski (1991). They discovered that, out of three phonological awareness
tasks, Canadian preschoolers found phoneme segmentation the most
difficult to perform, followed by onset and rime detection. Syllable deletion
(as assessed by Rosner's test) Wf].S found to be the easiest of the three
tasks for these children. So, it appears that some forms of speech
manipulation, such as onset and rime detection and syllable manipulation
are, up to some point, acquired spontaneously (although they can probably
still be improved by specific training), but that manipulation of particular
phonemic units, as assessed by phoneme blending and segmentation tasks,
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is dependent on the acquisition of literacy.
Once literacy training begins, the pattern changes. Figure 4.2. shows the
mean percentage of correct responses obtained by the grade 1 English and
Afrikaans childt on each of the phonological awareness tasks. Perfetti et
al. (1981) and Yopp ('1988) found that phoneme blending ability is one of the
easier phonological tasks for young children and precedes phoneme
deletion ability in first grade children. This is reflected in the performance of
the grade 1 children in the current study, where both the English and
Afrikaans children were significantly better 8t Perfetti's phoneme blending
task than at Rosner's test, which involves some phoneme deletion. Unlike
the grade Os, the grade 1 children from both language groups were
significantly better at the phoneme blending (Perfetti) and segmentation
(Yopp-Singer) tasks than at onset and rime detection (Bradley and Bryant)
and phoneme and syllable manipulation (Rosner). These children all found
the phoneme segmentation and blending tasks equally easy (refer to Table
3.7). The syllable and phoneme manipulation task was found to be
significantly easier than the onset and rime task by both language groups in
grade 1. The introduction of literacy training through a combination of
phonics and whole words, and/or the maturation of the childrens'
phonological systems, seems to lead to an awareness of phonemic units.
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such that the grade 1 children were much better at phoneme segmentation
and blending than at onset/rime detection and syllable and phoneme
deletion.
By grade 2, Perfetti's blending task remained significantly easier than the
other tasks for both language groups (Refer to figure 4.3 for the mean
percentage correct on each phonological awareness test within each
language group). For the Afrikaans children, phoneme blending was as easy
as segmentation, while for the English children, phoneme blending was
significartly easier than phoneme segmentation, onset and rime detection
and syllable and phoneme manipulation. There was no significant difference
between the English children's performance on the segmentation, onset and
rime detection and syllable and phoneme manipulation tasks. Onset and
rime detection and phoneme and syllable manipulation were found to be
equally easy for the Afrikaans children (see Table 3.7). These latter two
tasks (Bradley and Bryant's test and Rosner's test), as measures of
compound phonemic awareness (Yopp, 1988), make greater cognitive
demands on the child as they require an item or several items to be held in
memory and then to be manipulated in some way. This may explain why the
grade 1 and 2 children found these tasks harder than the simple I- honeme
segmentation and blending tasks. Also, since reading requires that the child
blend together phonemes to form words, it follows that, once the children
have become more literate, they should find phoneme blending the easiest
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of the phonological awareness tasks.
There was a general improvement in performance 011 all tasks from grade
o to grade 2 for both the English and Afrikaans groups. Cossu et al. (1988)
found that Italian children improved in performance from preschool to
second grade on phonological awareness tasks. The same pattern has been
found with English-speaking children (Wimmer et al., 1991; Morais et al.,
1986 and Morais et aI., 1979). The marked improvement in performance
between children in grade 0 and those in grade 1 may be the result of
exposure to the alphabetic code through learning to read, since there are
aspects of phonological awareness, such as those tapped by Yopp-Singer's
phoneme segmentation test, which only seem to develop with the acquisition
of literacy. (Read, Zhang, Nie and Ding (1986) found that only readers of an
alphabetic script could perform segmentation tasks). However, the
improvement may also be the result of a psychological maturation process
taking place around 6 or 7 years (FOWler,1991), making this an appropriate
age to start reading instruction.
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4.5. Summary of Main Findings
Depth of orthography does not seem to influence initial levels of
phonological awareness. However, after two years of reading instruction,
readers of a transparent orthography are better at phoneme segmentation
and blending and reading nonwords than readers of an opaque orthography.
Further, Afrikaans children appear to begin reading in an alphabetic stage
using a nonlexical strategy of grapheme-phoneme conversion. English
beginner readers seem to start reading using predominantly a logographic
strategy of visual word recognition. By their second year of reading, the
Afrikaans children were using grapheme-to-r:-noneme conversion only to
read nonwords and onset and rime analogies to read words: The English
grade 2 children were using a combination of phonics and visual strategies
in their reading.
In terms of phonological awareness, it appears that some levels of
awareness such as onset and rime detection and syllable manipulation are
acquired spontaneously by prereaders of both languages, but that the
manipulation of phonemic units is dependent on the acquisition of literacy.
The introduction of literacy training by means of a combination of phonics
and whole words as well as the maturation of the childrens' phonological
systems seems to result in a change to a greater awareness of small
phonemic units than of larger units such as onsets and rimes. Tests
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assessing onset and rime aware: less (Bradley and Bryant) and phoneme
and syllable manipulation (Rosner) require that items be held in memory and
then manipulated in some way, and thus place greater cognitive demands
on the child than the tests measuring the more simple skills of phoneme
blending and segmentation.
4.6. Relevance of this Study
This study has both theoretical and practical relevance to the field of reading
research. Theoretically, findings assist in ascertaining that phonological
awareness issues tend to be specific to a particular writing system. On a
practical level, results from this study can be used to develop screening
techniques to identif/ children who may have difficulty in learning to read, as
well as to develop training programmes to help these children to overcome
their potential reading difficulties. Results reinforce the prevailing view from
recent research that teachers should be alert to children's phonological
awareness and alphabetic knowledge and seek to develop these in children
lacking them on school entry. Although phonological awareness is known
to play an important part in early literacy, activities to increase phonological
awareness have not yet been incorporated into most preschool classrooms
in South Africa. Poor phonological awareness leads to poor reading, which
affects the child's general knowledge and vocabulary growth. and has other
far reaching implications such as the emotional consequences of failure.
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4.7. Suggestions for Furthet Research
In South Africa, children are exposed to reading in both English and
Afrikaans, and it is important therefore to gain an understanding of the
impact of phonological skills developed in one language upon the readinq
performance in the other language. FI'-;::I.:}r $1 "jies could thus include
English-Afrikaans bilingual children.
A difficulty in comparing the results of studl« , -arenees
is that spelling knowledge appears to affect the percepi.on L .....ds. Ehri
& Wilce (1980) found that fourth grade children who were asked to decide
on the number of phonemes in spoken items incorrectly indicated that there
are four sounds in the word "pitch", yet correctly indicated that there are
three in the word "rich". In this example, tre silent It! in "pitch" was
represented as thouql: it contributed a sound (Ehri & Wilce, 1980). The
findings that children use the number of graphemes rather than phonemes
when asked how many sounds there are in a word, indicates that spelling
influences performance on phonological awareness tasks. These findings
cupport the view that the relationship between phonological awareness,
reading and spelling is reciprocal such that early phonological skill, reading
and spelling interact and facilitate each other (Gathercote & Baddeley, 1993;
Cataldo & Ellis, 1988; Bertelson 1987). This reciprocity may be a
confounding factor when interpreting the results of phonological awareness
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tests. Future studies should alsc investigate the relationship between
phonological awareness, reading and spelling.
In order to assess the exact nature of the benefits of early phonological
awareness skills on later, orthographic reading in both a transparent and an
opaque orthography, a long-term follow-up of these samples should be
undertaken.
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Appendix 1
Sounding and Naming Letters Test - English/Afrikaans
Letter Resp Sound Score Resp Name Score
G
h
W
P
K
I
m
H
0 -
L
a
y
i
R
U
C
B
e I
J
s
d -
z
A
w
0
0
n
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Letter Resp Sound Score Resp Name Score
V
p
x
F
j
S
X
f
r
t
M
k
u
b
T
9
y I
E
q
-
c
v
I
Q
Z
N
Total Sound: Total Name:
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Appendix 2
Word and Nonword Reading Test - EnglisQ
Item Item Type Child's Response Score
house word
body word
kire nonword
zome nonword
event word
doctor word
church word
kree ncnword
fire word
~
stUd nonword
gody nonword
,,-
event nonword
child Nord
goctor nonword
horns word
tree word
shurch nonword
fouse nonword
doney nonword
money word
Total words: Total Nonwords: Total score: I
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Appendix 3
Word and Nonword Reading Test- Afrikaans
Item Item Type Child's Response Score
huis word
hele word
gaam nonword
gens nonword~.
seker word
dogter word
klaar word
duls nonword
mens word
meker nonword
sele nonwerd
boolt nonworc
noolt word
mt,gler nonword--
naam wcrd
besig word
gtaar nonword
restg nonword
blerso nonword-
hierso word
Totat words:.
Total nonwords:
Total score:
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Appendix 4
.....
Oral Regetition of Nonwords Test -English
Test Item Response Score
dopelate .-
glistering
pennel
sap
contramponist
hampent
fot
perplisteronk
blanterstaping
grail
nate --
glistaw
frescavent
bannifer
stapagrattic
waogalamic
ballap
hand
fenneriser
thip
bift
smip
r--'
trumpetine
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Test Items Response Score
sladdlnq
commeecitate
tafflest
loddenapish
barrazon
cummerine
empliforvent --
thickery
tull
clird
i rubld
brasterer
diller -
penneriful
bannow
prlndle
skitlcult
Total score:
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Appendix 5
Oral Regetition of Nonwords Test - Afrikaam~
Test Item Response Score
dopelate
glistering
pennel ~
sep
contramponis
hampent
fot
perplisteronk
blonterstaping
grail
nate
glistoe
freskovent
bannifer
stopoqrattik
woogalamik
ballop
lond
fenneriser
sip
bift
smip
trompetine
sladding
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Test Item Response Score
kornmeesitate
taffies -._--
loddenapis
barrazon
kommerine
empliforvent
tikery
tuB
klird
rubid
brasterer
diller
penerriful
bannoe
prindel
skitikult
L Total score:
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Appendix 6a
Bradle~ and B!Jlant's Sound Categorisatic:n Test {First Sound} -English
Practice Items I
Items Correct Response Child Resp Score I
rot rod rock box box
lick lid miss lip miss
Test Items
bud bun bus rug rug
pip pin hill pig hill
ham tap had hat tap
peg pen well pet well
kid kick kiss fill fill
lot mop lock log mop
leap mean meal meat leap
crack crab crag trap trap
slim flip slick slip flip
roof room food root food
Total score:
128
Appendix 6b
Bradley: and B!:l£ant's Sound Catf,lgorisation Test (Middle Sound) - English
Practice Items
Item Correct Response Child Resp Score
mop hop tap lop tap
pat bat fit cat fit
Test Items
lot cot pot hat hat
fun pin bun gun pin
hug dig pig wig hug
red fed lid bed lid
wag rag bag leg leg
fell doll well bell doll
man bin pin tin man
fog dog mug log mug
feed need wood seed wood
fish dish wish mash mash
Total score:
-
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Appendix 6c
I Sradle:i and Briant's Sound Categorisation Test {End Sound}- English
Practice Items
Item Correct Response Child Resp Score
fan cat hat mat fan
leg peg hen beg hen
Test Items
pin win sit fin sit
doll hop top pop doll
bun hut gun sun hut
map cap gap pal pal
men red bed fed men
wig fig pin dig pin
weed peel need deed peel
pack lack Sf back sad -
sand hand land bank b<
sink mint pink wink _.,
Total r core:
~..,
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Appendix7a
Bradle~ and BOlant's Sound Categorisation Test (First Sound)- Afrikaans
..... '
Practice Items
Item Correct Resp Child Resp SCvre
pot pos pop kol kol
wit wil sin wig sin
Test Items
ruk rus rug bul I bul I
dik dit min dig min
kat bad kas kam bad
bek bel pen bed pen
sin sit sig lip lip
hof pot hok hom pot
leen meet meer meel leen
krag krap kram trap trap
staal breaf staat staan braaf
roof room koop rook koop -.
Total score:
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Appendix 7b
----
Bradley and B~ant's Sound Categorisation Test (Middle Sound) • Afrikaans
Practice Items
Item Correct Response Child Resp Score
nat kat pot wat pot
pen wen sin ken sin
Test Items ._
gek bek rek bok bok
rug Yeg sug lug veg
pas vls mis kis pas
wen ken son pen SOli
wag sag lag tog tog
vol bul kol rol bur
man sin min win mail
pop kop lap dop lap
meer hoor keer sear hour
sien tien dien soen soen
Total score:
132
Appendix 7c
Bradlel( and Briant's Sound Categorisation Test {End Sound' - Afri~aans
Practice Items
Item Correct Child Resp Score
Response
kis sit rit wit kis
dag sag pas mag pas
Test Items
sit dit min lit min --
pot kol rol wol pot
rug bul sug dug bul
man kan van pak pak
bel pen wen ken bel
oin sin dig vin dig
C-'
( lees peer mees bees peer
,...---'
pak sak bad tak bad
hand land bank sand bank
vlnk kind sink dink kind
Total score:
133
Appendix S
Perfetti et al, Phoneme Blending Task - English
Practice Items
Item Child's Response Score
I--
m-a-n
f-o-r
r-e-d
b-a-II
Test Items
s-ee
c-a-n
d-o-g
i-s
m-i-tt
c-a-p
s-t-o-p
S-t-a-n
a-p
,.-
f-e-k
t-i-b
e-b
Total Words: Total Nonwords:
Total Score: I
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Appendix 9
Perfetti et al. Phoneme Blending Task - Afrikaans
Practice Items
Item Child's Response Score
m-a-n
v-i-r
r-e-d
b-a-t
Test Items
I
s-ee
k-a-n
d a-g
i-s
m-i-n
k-o-p
s-t-o-p
s-t-o-k
a-p
r"
f-e-k
t~i-b
e-b
Total Words: Total Nonwords:
Total Score:
135
Appendix 10
I Yom~-Sillg_er Phoneme Segmentation Test - English
Practice Items
Item Cart Resp Child Resp Score
old o-l-d
ride r-I-de
go goo
man m-a-n
Test Items
dog d-o-g
fine f-i-ne--
she shoe
grew g-r-ew
red r-e-d
sal s-a-!
lay I-ey
zoo z-oo
job j-o-b
ice t-ee
top t-o-p
do d-o
keep k-ee-p
no n-o
136
Item Corr Resp Child Resp Score
that th-a-t
wave w-a-ve
me m-e
race f-a-ce
three th-r-ee
in i-n
at a-t
buy b-uy
Total score:
137
Appendix 11
Yog[l-Singer Phoneme Segmentation Test - Afrikaans
Practice Items
Item Corr Resp Child Resp Score
min m-i-n
hoek h-oe-k
is i-s
man m-a-n
Test Items
dag d-a-g
fyn f-y-n
sy soy
gaan q-aa-n
rok r-o-k
sit s-i-t
Ie I-e
pa p-a
kop k-o-p
ys y-s
vir v-i-r
se s-e
kies k-ie-s
op o-p
138
Item Carr Resp Child Resp Score
dat d-a-t...
waai w-aai
ek e-k
reis r-ei-s
drie d-r-Ie
in i-n
by b-y
bou b-ou
Total score:
139
Appendix 12
Rosner's Test of Audito!y Anal~sis Skills - English
Practice Items
Instruct 1 Instruct 2 Corr Resp Child Resp Score
--
say keyhole Now say it again, hole
but don't say key
say snowflake Now say it again, snow
but don't say flake
say address Now say it again, dress
but don't say lal
Test items
say cowboy Now say it again, cow
but don't say boy
say steamboat Now say it again, boat
but don't say steam
say sunshine Now say it again, sun
but don't say shine
say picnic Now say it again, nic
but don't say pic-
say cucumber Now say it again, cumber
but don't say cu(q)
140
lnstruct 1 Instruct 2 Carr resp Child resp score
say coat Now say it again, oat
but don't say Ikl
say meat Now say it again, eat
but don't say Iml
say take Now say it again, ache
but don't say Itl
say game Now say it again, gay
bL" riC'''''! r:::lYIml
-
say wrote Nc, • again, row
but don't say ItI
say please Now say it again, plea
but don't say IzI
-
say clap Now say it again, rap
but don't say Ikl
say play Now say it again, lay
but don't say Ipl
say stale Now say it again, sale
but don't say It!
say smack Now say it again, sack
but don't say Iml
Total score:
141
Appendix 13
Rosner's Test of i itoCl Analysis Skills - Afrikaans
..
Practice Items .
Instruct 1 Instruct 2 CorrResp Child Resp Score
S6 toonbank Nou 56 dit weer, maar bank
moenie toon 56 nie
56 spoorweg Nou se dit weer, maar spoor
moenie weg 56 rue
S6 skaap Nou se dit weer, maar aap
Imoenie Isl<1S6 nie
Test items
S6 laerskool Nou se dit weer, maar laer
moenie skool S6 nie
S6 stoomboot Nou sa dit weer, maar boot
moenie stoom S6 nie
S6 s(j,.::.kyn Nou sa dit weer, maar son
moenle skyn S6 nie
S6 digter Nou S6 dit weer, maar ter
moenle ciig S6 nie
se Nou S6 dit weer, maar kommer I
komkommer moenie kom se nle
se koud Nou 'Sedit weer, maar oud
rnoenie fIcJ SElnie
142
Instruct 1 Instruct 2 CorrResp Child Resp Score
se maand Nou se dit weer, maar aand
moenie Iml 5e nie
--
se trou Nou se dotweer, maar rou
moenie It! S9 nie
S9 geell Nou se dit weer, maar een
moenie Igl se nle
S9 trein Nou S9 dit weer, maar trei
moenie Inl 59 nie
S9 skoen Neu 59 dit weer, maar soen
rnoerue 11<1 39 nie
S9 klap Nou S9 dit ',veer,maar lap
mO"l1fl:'IkJ se nie
S9 plat 'lou S9 dit weer, maar lat
moenie Ipl se nie
S9 skeet Nou 59 dit weer, maar 5001
moenie Ikl Sf! nie
se smaak Nou Sf!dit weer, maar saak
rnoenle Iml se nie
Total score:
143
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